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CRAIG D. BYRON 
The Mechanobiology of Cranial Sutures 
(Under the direction of MARK W. HAMRICK) 

A central hypothesis that cranial suture growth and modeling vary with respect to 

the mechanical loading environment is tested in a mouse sagittal suture model using three 

Specific Aims. Experiments within these aims were designed to elucidate mechanisms of 

bone fon:llation and bone resorption at the cellular level and to determine how these 
/ 

processes influence the morphology and perfo~an~e of cranial suture connective tissues. 

·-
It is argued that suture waveform complexity (measill;ed using fractal analysis) is 

' \ 

generated by the positive coupling of o~te~~enesis ctlopg convex bone margins and bone . 

resorption along concave bone margins and that this turnover cycle is regulated in large 

part by mechanical forces acting on the suture bone-ligament interface. This suture form-

function relationship is believed to operate via mechanosensing mechanisms within 

skeletal connective tissues. Although mechanically-induced cell wounding appears to be 

involved in normal suture biology, it does not occur in the fashion predicted. Apoptosis is 

not directly implicated. Thus, it is predicted that bone resorption in cranial sutures does 

not localize according to regions of shear-induced cell death but rather to regions 

adjacent to osteoblastic activity. Tension rather than shear is most likely to be the driving 

force in this system. 

INDEX WORDS: Cranial Sutures, Sagittal, Biomechanics, Finite Element Analysis, 

Fractal Dimension, Mouse, Bone Formation, Bone Resorption, Osteoclast, Myostatin 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND SPECIFIC AIMS 

This investigation seeks to elucidate the mechanisms underlying 

niechanotransduction in connective tisst}es by examining a specific anatomical. region, 

cranial sutures. The central hypothesis of this research is that cranial suture growth and 

. modeling varies according to changes in the mechanical loading environment of the 

suture. The hypothesis is addressed through the following specific aims: 

Specific Aim 1.- Mechanisms of Suture Osteogenesis: Test the prediction that bone 

· formation within the :suture is site-specific and is increased with greater mechanical 

stress. This prediction is tested in vivo by comparing sutures of mouse mutants known to. 

differ in the size and strength of chewing muscles affecting the suture. Aim 1 also tests 

. . the hypothesis that site-specific increases in bone formation within the suture are the 

result of local cell wounding and grow~h factor· (jgf-2) release. 

Specific Aim 2.-. _Mechanisms of Suture Resorption: Test' the prediction that bone 

resorption·within the suture is site-specific and is coupled with localized bon~ formation. 

This prediction is tested in vivo by comparing sutures of mice from several age groups. It 

is expected that fi~roblast apoptosis and osteoclast recruitment induce suture resorption 

opposite bone forming surfaces. 

Specific Aim 3.-. Structural and Mechanical Consequences of Suture Modeling: 

Test the prediction that increa&es in sutural interdigitation (fractal-dimension) serve to 

1 



insulate the suture connective tissue from excessive loading thereby maintaining active 

growth potential in the skull. This prediction is tested in vivo by observing changes of 

suture complexity and material properties in· mouse mutants known to differ in muscle 

contractile force. 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Mechanobiology of Cranial Sutures 

2 

Sutures are synarthrotic joints that form between craniofacial skeletal·elements 

(Figure 1). At birth, sutures allow for significant displacement of cranial bones so that 

deformation can take place as the head passes through the birth canal 1
• During ontogeny, 

as growing osteogenic fronts of opposing bones approach one another, they are firmly 

connected by fibrous tissue such that little movement c~ occur. Three possible functions 

of cranial sutures have been outlined: 1) they act as bone growth fronts in the skull; 2) 

they promote stability by dissipating-external forces; and 3) they regulate cranial bone 

movements and arrangements as the contents of the. skull grow and ·expand 2-
5

. The 

research outlined in this dissertation relates to cranial suture waveforni patterning; 

specifically, the role of mechanical' stress from masticatory forces in regulating bone 

formation and resorption in the cranial suture. 

Jaslow 6·compared cranial bones With sutures to those without them and 

discovered that while the ·presence of sutures decreases the strength of cranial bqne in a 

three-point bending model, they also increase the energy per unit ·volume absorbed 

following impact loading. In addition, increased interdigitation o.f a suture increases its. 

bending strength and energy absorbed. Presumably, this relationship occurs because 

sutural interdigi~ation increases the surface area with a greater amount of collag_en 
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R~ehtsmeier er al . 2000 

Figure I . The cranial suture is depicted at three Levels of organization. Homologous 

craniofacial skeletal elements from a mouse and a human are shown on the Left. The 

borders of each bone form various cranial sutures and can be seen as complex Linear 

structures that enable bony interlocking. Two magnified SEM 's (right) of the suture 

demonstrate its structural organization. 
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fibers that bridge the gap between bony elements. Interdigitation has also been credited · 

with storing mechanical energy and thus dissipating loads generated from mastication 7-
9

• 

Rafferty and Herring 8 observed increased interdigitation in sutures experiencing 

compression whereas sutures undergoing tension have a waveform pattern with less 

amplitude. The mechanical environment also appears to relate to the beveling, or 

overlapping, of interfacing osteogenic fronts. During forcefu1 compression in mammals, · 

· beveling allows slippage and the resulting friction reduces suture stress 7• Moss 5 

demonstrated that morphological change in beveled sutures to a flat-ended type is a result· 

of experimental unloading (Figure 2). Sagittal suture beveling following compressive 

ligature of the parietals suggests that beveling is a secondary response of bone, not an. 

intrinsic characteristic of a particular suture. Results presented below demonstrate that 

fractal dimension (measure of suture complexity and interdigitation) in the sagittal suture 

increases as masticatory muscle mass and food toughness increase. This increase in · · 

suture complexity is predicted to be a function of the mechanical loading environment of 

the crariiurri, not genetic background. 

The primate and pig sagittal.sut~res·have.been demonstrated to undergotensiori 
. . 

following contraction of temporalis 10
, a .muscle involved in all phases of primate 

. chewing 11 
•. Even.with small bite forces, separation of the parietals was observ~d 10•12

, 

indic~ting that the primate and pig sagittal sutures ~re frequently loaded in tension with . . . . 

each parietal bone being pulled in opposite directions. The separation of parietals 
. . . 

observed du;ring biting is relevant to a model .for calvarial morphogenesis whereby 

.Parietal growth at the suture margin· is modulated by. tensile force. 13 ~ In the model, tensile 

stress upregulates the transcription factor Tbx-2. This gene product acts to downregulate 
. . 



Figure 2. Demonstration of different suture morphologies in a figure from Moss ( 1957). 

A) Unloaded, Non-interdigitating flat-ended suture, a=O; B) Compression loaded, Non

. interdigitating squamous suture, a=~; A ')Interdigitating flat-ended suture, B') 

Interdigitating squamous suture. Interdigitations and bevels are a secondary feature 

imposed by the nature of mechanical forces acting on the suture. . . 

5 
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such osteogenic-associated proteins as Cx43. 13
'
14

• During temporalis c~ntraction or 

· intracranial growth, the osteogenic fronts of the parietals are separated from each other.· 

· This separation pulls these growth ~enters outside the range of a chemical regulatory 

gradient (Figure 3) 13
. Once outside .this range, the osteogenic fr~nts may produce enough 

bone to bring the growth centers back within the control of the regulatory chemical · 

gradient. This gradient model only predicts that the suture width will stay relatively 
.. ( 

constant.' However, the sutural placement on the calvarium should be free to drift 

mediolaterally, as variations in contracting temporalis· from side to side establish a suture 

that deviates from a perfect line. In ·order to accomplish this· drift, one front should be 

growing while the opposite front recedes. 

Recent research suggests an alternative stra,in~dura. model predicting bone growth · 

at the suture margin. Henderson et al. 15 developed theoretical techniques· to evaluate 

suture bone formation as it pertains to mechanical strain in the suture environment 

(Figure 4 ). Their results suggest that during normal cranial development sutural strain is 

low. Furthermore, these authors question whether these low tissue strain levels are 

sufficient to influence osteoblasts along the ·suture margins. An alternative 

mechanotransduction pathway would involve cells in the dura mater. According to this 

model 15
, mechanical strain in the dura should be uniforni; thus one could test a. hull 

hypothesis that suture formation should be uniform (along both fronts). This hypothesis is 

based upon the 2-D FEA simulationthat·predicts differential mechanical stresses along a 
. . 

. waveform shape. If suture bone growth were to occurdisproportionately.then an 
. . . 

alternative hypothesis could be ~onstructed that bone growth occurs in certain locations 



Sutural Homeostasis on the coronal or parasagittal plane, Sxz 
Osteogenic and Anti-osteogenic coupling 

Pro -osteogenic 

Factors, Po 

C rc1nH1l Bone Suture 

.-\ n t i-osteo ge ni c 

Fac tors, .-\0 

CntnHd Bone 

Figure 3. Model depicting cytokine gradients and osteogenesis (Barke et al., 2003). The suture environment is kept in an anti-

osteogenic state via anti-osteogenic paracrine signals generated by suture fibroblasts. As tensional strain pulls the cranial bones 

(parietal.'!') away from each other, they are also pulled outside of this auto-regulatory gradiellt. Once the growth front is outside the 

anti-osteogenic gradient, a pro-osteogenic gradient f rom the edge suture cells will induce bone formation. This will automatically 

regulate itself by growing the osteogenic front back into the range of the anti-osteogenic gradient, thereby stopping bone .formation. 
-....J 
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Sagittal Suture Morphogenesis 

1 

Figure 4. This figure demonstrates the predictions laid out by Henderson et al. (2004) 

and alternative predictions to be iested. Dashed lines indicate different scenarios· 

. predicting the transductive pathway/rom strain to bone growth. 



along the suture-bone interface. This alternative hypothesis would suggest that 

deformation, or strain levels are experienced by cranial su.ture connective tissue and/or 

transmission of these strains to bone cells of an anabolic lineage. According to this 

prediction, mechanical strain and the resulting stress (force per unit area; N/m2 = Pa) . 

would be an important factor influencing sutural bone growth. 

Cell Behavior During Mechanotransduction 

9 

Gro~th and recession of bony suture fronts is believed to be directed by the strain 

distribution at the sagittal suture.'Yu et al. 16
•
17 suggest that strain experienced by cells 

along the osteogenic fronts of cranial bones is crucial to osteogenic patterning. 

Membrane permeability, growth factor (FGF 2) release, and intracellular Ca2
+ all rise as 

cells experiencetensile force. It is clear that mechanical loading increases fluid flow 

withi.n the lacunocanalicular system of postcninial skeletal element~ 18
'
19

. This results in 

greater shear stresses experienced by osteoblasts 20 whi~h open stretch-activated calcium 

channels in the cell membrane 21
• This influx of Ca2

+ has been shown to upregulate TGF~ · 

~1 as well as activate important osteogenic tegul.atory proteins 21 ~22 . In addition to stretch-

· activation.of Ca2+ channels, cells.may also experience .cell membrane disruption. 

Localized maximum tissue strains damage individual cells releasing intracellular growth 

factors that induce cell growth ·and extracellular p1atrix· p~oduction. McNeil and Teraski 23 

describe a pathway for· m~chanotransduction whereby plasma membrane disruption.(i.e~ 

cell wounding) followed by membrane repair (Le. resealing) translates mechanical action 

· into biological signal~· This model for mechanotransduction assumes that the strains 
. . . 

experienced by cells arenot lethal. In other words, transient membrane disruptions occur 
. . . . . . . . 

. in v·ivo and are survivable. ·severe cell injuries conceivably involve major membrane 
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disruptions and sizable ion influx and efflux. Specifically, large Ca2+ influx can override 

homeostatic mechanisms such as membrane channels, organellar sequestration, or 

cytosolic Ca2+-binding proteins resulting inprogrammed cell death 24
-
26

• 

Fibroblast growth factor 2 is a relevant molecule within bone and cranial sutures. 

This. protein lacks a signal peptide directing its secretion27
• Its paracrine activity .is 

believed to involve release from the cytosol following plasma membrane wounding28
• · 

Within the suture, activating-mutations of the FGF I FGFR complex are known to initiate 
. . 

cranial suture fusion via downstream activation of Msx2 and suppression of noggin in the· 

suture mesenchyme29
-
32

• In bone,· FGF2 has produced conflicting data. It has been 

suggested that FGF2 deficiency causes both decreased bone formation33 as well as 

increased bone formation34
• The intermittent release of FGF2 following stretch induced 

- . 

· cell injury would likely have ana~abolic effect~ within th~ cranial suture. 

Another model of mechanotransduction applies when relatively low mechanical 

loads are transmitted to cells. These loads do not invoke the mechanical failure- of the cell 

but·rather deform_the internal cytoskeleton_due its focal adhesion coritacts with 

extracellular matrix. This tensegrity model predicts that key scaffolding proteins activate 

upon loading and interact with signal transduction cascades-leading to gene transcription 

and protein transl~tion35-37 • These models prediCt small-scale behaviors such as cell 

migration and adhetence and-therefore fail to address signific_antly larger lo-ads emanating 
. . . 

from such organismal behaviors as locomotion and feeding. In order to address how · 
. . . . . 

small.-scale regions of tissue eXperience·functionalloading, computational analyses such 

as finite element modeling can be used. 
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Two-dimensional finite element analysis (2-D FEA) simulates the tensional 

loading experienced by waveform constructs sucb as cranial sutures 17
• This procedure. 

models material constructs· such as cranial bones and suture ligaments· using minute finite 
. . 

geometric elements with user-defined material properties. This virtual sagittal suture . 

construct was pulled in tension. The .resulting stress gradient map enables predictive 

modeling of how stresses are distributed throughout the sagittal suture. due to normal 

mechanical loads. Mohr's circles depicting stress states from 2-D.FEA indicate that with . 

. . . . 

increasing suture amplitude (complexity) the convex advancing front experiences greater 

tensional stress, and the concave retreating front experiences greater shear stress (Figure 

5). Additionally, as waveform amplitude and frequency increase within this model, stress 

experienced by the suture ligament decreases (Fig~re.6). This relationship suggests that 

suture waveform may help.dissipate mechanical stress along compromising but necessary 

connective tissue growth fronts within the cranial bones .. 

Cell behavior in response to differences in loading may be predicted from these 

theoretical models. Concave fronts, which experience greater shear stre.ss than convex 

fronts, may sustain lethal cell injuries inducing· apoptosis,. or programmed ·cell death~ 

However, convex fronts loaded primarily in. tension may experience sublethal cell 

membrane disruptions or stretch-activation inducing osteogenesis. Apoptosis is marked 

by a translocated pool of phosphotidylserine (PS) phospholipids frotnthe internal to the 

external membrane leaflet. This effectively.se~ves as an "eat me" signal to circulat!ng· 

phagocytes 38
-
41

• Osteoclasts· have been shown to internalize dying bone cells 
. . . . 

· demonstrating TUNEL-positive apoptotic bodies withiri their vacuoles 42
'
43

• Therefore, . · 

osteoclasts may be a responsive phagocyte cell population to PS translocalization, ·seriring 
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as the "tissue.;.. macrophage" of bone 44
• There have been very few studies demonstrating 

osteoclasts within the cranial suture environment 45
A

8
• In a mouse model of osteopetrosis, 

mice lack macrophages, including osteoclasts. Without osteoclasts in the cranial suture 

environment, the suture bones fused resulting in the craniosynostotic phenotyPe 45 
•. 

In addition to osteoclasts, apoptosis is also required within cranial sutures during 

normal development 49
• The presence of TGF-B3 in the suture connective tissue 

. positively regulates this programmed cell death, and the cranial suture will undergo 

premature bony fusion in the ab~ence of this cytokine 50
• These observations, as well as 

consideration ofthe2-D FEA model, allow for the following predictions: 1) ap'optosis-

induced bone resorption, resulting from increased shear stress, will be significantly. 

greater in concave retreating bone fronts; 2) the advandng convex bone front, with 

increased tensile stresses, may experience momentary cell membrane disruptions or Ca2
+ 

channel stretch-activation which causes osteogenesis. According to this prediction, bone 
. . 

. . . . 

formation by Ca2
+ -:-induced phosphorylation of key transcription factor.s leads to the 

expression of osteogenic proteins. Specific Aim I seeks to test the prediction that tensile 

stress, related to ·muscle contractile force~ produces· localized osteogenic gene expression 

. and bone growth within the suture as a result .ofCa2
+ influx across cell me~braries. 

Specific Aim IT uses the same experimental design, however predictions of bone 
. . . 

resorption via apoptosis and osteoclast recruitment. are tested according to localized cell 

· . stresses within the suture connective tissue~ Finally; Specific Aim Ill attempts to 

extrapolate the mechanical consequence.s of these cellular activities to the gross .level by 

relating increases in the mechanical loading regime· of the masticatory complex to 

· increases in fractal dimension and suture ligament material properties.· 
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Significance 

The application of innovative approaches to classical morphological questions in 

the cranial suture ligament represents an intellectual merit of this project. In vivo 

experiments using mutant mice examine basic mechanisms of mechanotransduction in 

craniofacial tissues. These mechanisms involve connective tissue adaptation to particular 

mechanical loading environments via cell behavior and gene expression. These data will 

. . . . . 

link form-function relationships at the cellular and macroscopic levels generating a 

predictive model relating cranial suture form to biomechanical adaptation. This study of 

the sagittal suture environment advances other co"inparative analyses of craniofacial form 

and function. It will be useful to know how mechanical loading from mastication directs 

morphological patterning within sutural bone .. This laiowledge can assist functional 

morphologists and paleontologists that are interested in relating feeding behavior and 

brain expansion to particular. morphologies. 

Indirect application ofthese data will be useful for understanding and ultimately 

treating diseases of the cranial sutures such as craniosynostosis. Craniosynostosis, or 

premature suture fusion, results primarily from increasing osteogenesis and decreasing 

bone resorption 51 and occurs in approx.lmatel y 1 in 2500 births 52
• Because cranial · 

sutures are important skull vault growth centers during early ontogeny, their obliteration 

from synostosis constricts spe.cific growth axes of the cranium. The result is e·ccentric 

growth from patent, open sutures and craniofacial malformation. It is believed that this 

abnormal growth occurs due to excess tension developing inside the braincase. Currently, 

invasive surgical intervention is necessary to "release" the build-up of intracranial 

pressure due to an expanding brain. Experimental therapies are in development using 
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exogenous TGF-B3 to induce cranial suture rescue via apoptosis 53
. These treatments will 

be. strengthened by a more complete understanding of the interaction between 

cell/molecul~ events with mechanical loads sustained in situ from brain growth and 

mastication. It is therefore relevant to understand the effect mechanical loading (either. 

from mastication or brain growth) has on suture formation, growth, and modeling I 

remodeling. Mod~ling refers to the initial establishment of morphological form in the 

suture while remodeling· is specific to the growth events secondary to original formation. 



II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Specific Aim I; Mechanisms of Suture Osteogenesis 

In Situ Labeling of Bone Forming Surfaces 

A hypertnuscular mouse model, the myost~tin-deficient mouse (Mstn-1
-), was used 

· to explore the effects of increased muscle mass on sagittal suture bone form~tion (Table 

I). Myostatin is a negative regulator of muscle growth, and mice lacking myostatin have 

Table 1: Mice used in Specific Aim I 

Age Strain I N # I Experimenial Protocol· 

4 months .Male ICR/CD-:-1 (Mstn +t+) 8 Bone Forrilation 
4 months Male Mstn_,_ 8 B.one Formation 
4 months Male FGF2+t+ 8 Bone Formation 
4 months Male FGF2_,_ 8 Bone Formation 
6 weeks Female FGF2+t- .. 6 Cell W ouriding 
4 weeks Male ICR/CD-1 2 Cell Proliferation Assay 
3 months Male . ICR/CD-t 4 Cell Proliferation Assay 
4 months Male Mstn_,_ 3 Cell.Proliferation Assay 
4 months Male C57BL6 .4 . Cell Proliferation Assay 

significantly increased muscle mass 54
•
55

; Myostatin is ·only expressed in muscle 55
, so 

differences· can be interpreted as resulting. solely from differences in muscle mass. Four

month old Mstn_1
_ mice bred on the ICR/CD-1 background were compared with. age-· arid 

sex-matched wild type ICR/CD-1 mice (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA)in 

.order to observe the effects of increased muscle inass, and masticatory forces:, on sagittal 

suture.bone formation (assayed using tetracycline lc;tbeling of bone). Four-month old. 

samples· were chosen for these analyses because they are mature with respect t·o skeletal 

growth arid thus differences ate likely manifested by this time-point. 

17 
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All mice were fed ad libitum (except where otherwise noted, see In Vivo 

Detection of Cell W 011nding) on hard chow and were euthanized by C02 overdose 

followed by thoracotomy following the American Veterinary Medical Association 

recoinmended procedures approved by the appropriate institutional review board of the 

. Medical College of Georgia (protocol # 03-08-315). Body and temporalis mass were 

metrically demonstrated to the nearest 0.001 g. Normal distributions were verified using · 

summary statistics (normally distributed if coefficient of variationS 15% and 

standardized-skewness and kt;trtosis are< 2 or> -2) and analyzed for statistical 

significance using Student's t-test for comparing two independent sample means; Power 

analyses ·were conducted to determine appropriate sample sizes given estimates of central 

tendency and distribution (Table II)~ 

. . . 

Table II: Statistical Power Analysis of Proposed Experiments (Student's T-test, Directionality=l, 

a=O.OS) 

Experiment · I Jll I J12 I a I N#/Group I Confidence 

Bone Formation (Myostatin Comparis·on) 14 24- 2 8 1 
Bone Formation (FGF2 Comparison) 14 8 2 8 1 

Osteoclast Knockdown 20 2 3 5 1 
Bite Force (Myostatin Comparison) 2 1.5 . 0.2 9 1 

Bite Force (MDX Comparison) 1.5 1 0.2 6 1 
Suture Complexity (Myostatin Comparison) 1.5. 1.2 0.2 8 0.866. 

Suture Complexity (MDX Comparison) 1.4 1.05 0.2 6 0.879 
Suture Complexity .. (FGF2 Comparison) 1.4 1.05 0.2 12 . 0.994 

Suture Mechanics (Myostatin Comparison) . 250 400. 25 8 ·1 
Suture Mechanics (MDX Comparison) 250 150 25 5 1 



In vivo labeling of active bone forming surfaces was used to localize bone 

forming regions on the ·convex and concave parietal bone fronts in normal mice. This 

technique involves an intraperitoneal injection of antibiotics (tetracycline and 

demeclocycline, 20 mg/kg) that are incorporated into newly forming bone 56
-
58

• It was 

expected that convex, advancing bone fronts would show antibiotic label demonstrating 
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that new bone formation is occurring at these regions. It was also expected that concave, 

retreating fronts woul~ not show label uptake, presumably due to bone resorption 

occurring at these locales. Additionally~ the prediction that Mstn_,_ mice would show 

mechanotransductive increases in bone formation was also tested. Four-month old male 

(n=8 .per genotype) Mstn_,_ and ICR/CD-1 control mice were given IP injections of 

tetracycline. Four~month old mouse samples were chosen for these analyses because they 

are mature with respect to skeletal growth and thus differences are most likely manifested 

by this time,...point. Five days after the first injection, the mice were euthanized as 

described above. Undecalcified crania were fixed in 70% ETOH and processed through a· · 

graded series of alcohol, xylene, and finally embedded in methyl methacrylate and 

viewed· ectocranially with a· Zeiss LSM 510 Confocal Laser .Scanning Microscope with 
. ' . . 

Meta System equipped with a· Coherent Mira 900 tunable Ti: Sapphire laser for multi-

. . . . . 

photon excitation. Multi-photon microscopy allowed laser excitation of tetracycline at 

390 nm and viewed at its -560 rim emission wavelength. 

This experiment was repeated using fgf-2_,_ mice. (n=l2) and age- and sex-

matched controls with the. prediCtion that suture complexity decreases whe~ fgf-2 is not

available for efflux following.cell.wounding. Fibroblast growth factor 2 deficient mice 

· (fgf-2-1
) from The Jackson·Laboratory {B.ar Harbor, Maine; stock# 003256) were used to 
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test the prediction that cell wounding and intracellular growth factor release is involved· 

in mechanotransduction in the sagittal suture at four months of age. Fgf2 is a potent 

osteogenic growth factor involved in many developmental and homeostatic processes 

· 
33

•
34

•
59

• Mice deficient for this gene are morphologically normal but· display decreased . 

··vascular smooth muscle contractility, low bone mass, and low blood pressure 60
. 

Digital images of tetracycline fluorescence emission were acquired with a 

computer interface using LSM 5 Image Examiner software. Because tetracycline . 
. . . . 

antibiotic is incorporated into newly formed bone and' fluoresces under the proper light, 

fluorescent regions in images represent new bone formed over a five-day interval. These. . . 

regions th.at were positive for tetracycline fluorescence were outlined and measured to the 
. . . . ' 

· neare~t J.Lm2 using Image Examiner software. !otal area was calculated per individual 

. along concave and convex suture regions separately and then divided by the pathlength of· 
. . . . . . . 

. . . 

the suture present in the image. The resulting variable, measured in J.Lm2 of bone 

formation per J.tm of suture length, was normalized for differences in suture waveform· 

between individuals, since a more complex photographed suture region in an image will 

be more likely to show greater suture bone formation due to its longer pathlength. This 

variable was compared between genotypes using Mann-Whitney's test for differences· 

between group medians due to these data being non-parametric. Additionally, this· 

··variable was compared between convex and concave sagittal suture regions using the · 
. ~ . . . . . . . . . 

Signed Rank Test for differences between nonparametric, paired variates. · 

In Vivo Detecti.on of ·Cell Wounding 

In order to assay for cell wounding along the sagittal suture margin, 6.:.weekold 

mice of the fgf2+/- genotype were utilized. This age· group was chosen due to the 
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likelihood that cells of the sagittal suture connective tissue are undergoing significant 

reorganization due to mechanical loads. To determine whether cells are damaged 

resulting from normal in vivo muscle function, cell impermeant dextrans were used to 

label wounded cells in the sagittal suture. Mice were first given a tail-vein injection (300 

Jll) ofliposome-bound clodronate in order to kill off macrophages that may engulf 

dextrans and yield a false signal. Twenty-four hours later, mice were given FITC 

conjugated dextrans intraperitoneally at a concentration of 50 mg FDx I ml H20 (1.9 mg 

FDx·/ mouse). Presence of this label in the suture environment is evidence that the. 

particles have crossed the epithelial barrier from the peritoneum to the systemic 

circulation and that exiting the circulation into the suture connective tissue is possible. 
. . 

All animals were fasted for 12 hours in order to induce frequent chewing following 

reintroduction of pelleted rodent feed~ Additionally, nesting materials (compacted cotton) 

· were also introduced at this time to induce dental loading via nest preparation. After 

another 12 hours, all mice were anesthetized, perfused with paraformaldehyde,.and 

imaged with a confocal microscope in order to view FITC labeled cells. A positive 

control was manually damaged using a scalpel along the sagittal suture environment prior 

to perfusion. FITC positive suture cells are interpreted to have undergone cell membrane 

disrt:tption, dextran influx, followed by membrane resealing. In the experimental sample 

this wounding is interpreted to result from normal in vivo mastication. 

In order to examine fibroblast growth factor expression following cell membrane. 

injury, an antibodyJor bFGF (tabbit/ anti-human, R&D Systems, Cat.# AF-233~NA Lot 

#All03) was incubated with specimens previously labeled with FITC Dextrans. Whole· 

cal varia were rocked overnight at room temperature in a.1: 100 concentration of primary 
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antibody. A Cy 3-labeled secondary antibody was administered in order visualize bFGF 

localization using a separate fluorescence channel on the confocal microscope. Positive 

bFGF staining in extracellular regions was interpreted with respect to efflux following 

cell wounding. 

Suture Cell Proliferation Assay 

The objective of this assay was to determine whether suture connective tissue 

cells undergo differential proliferation ontogenetically. This pertains to the question of· 

sutural bone growth. because it is thought that suture mesenchyme must proliferate in . 

order to provide cells for differentiation and-incorporation into the growing bone front. 

Paraffin-embedded, microtome-cut thin sections of sagittal sutures were utilized from 

· mice at a variety of ages from several strain backgrounds used in this study. These 4-

micron thin· sections were .incubated with a primary antibody for proliferating cell nuclear 

antigen (PCNA, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, mouse monoclonal, cat# E2604) and a. 

secondary antibody (biotinylated horse anti-mouse). Cross reactivity betweeJ?- mouse 
. . . 

tissue and antibodies was not a concem.because positivity for PCNA.was selective but 

conimon among age groups. PCNA is a protein synthesized in eady G 1 and S phases of 

the cell·cycle. PCNA positivity was detected using a Vectastain Elite ABC kit (PK-6100) 

and Vector VIP Peroxidase Substrate kit (SK-4600) and a methyl green background stain~ 

Staining intensity was measured for each individual using the average function for a 

selected area available in-Sigmascan software. These.values were compared between age 

groups using analysis of variance (ANOV A). 



Expected Outcomes and Interpretation 

Mstn_1
_ mice exhibit a phenotype ofincreased muscle mass and strength. Since 

bone can respond positively to mechanical tension-loading, it was expected that these 

knockouts will show an increased overall b.one formation rate (BFR = ~m2 new suture 
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bone /~in suture length /5 days) compared to controls. This increased bone formation was 

also predicted to be localized along convex regions of the bone-suture interface in 

relation to the BFR along opposing concave suture-bone interfaces. This result was 

expected because of 2-D FEA data suggesting a principal stress that was in tension along 

convex fronts. These mathematical data also suggest that concave fronts may experience 

excessive stress that was directed in shear rather than tension 1• 

Using the same BFR procedures, fgf2_,_ mice were.compared to fgfi+l+ controls. It 

was .expected that fgf2_,_ mice will demonstrate decreased overall BFR when compared to 

controls. This was predicted because fgf2 is a basic fibroblast growth factor found in the 

cytosol that is released into the·surrounding extracellular milieu upon mechanically 

iridl;lced disruptions, and is a well known osteogenic factor 59
. Once outside the 

membrane, fgf2 may interact with the membrane proteins of viable neighboring cells 

resulting in an anabolic stimulus. Due to a lack of fgf2 inside the cells of. knockout 

animals, a proximal mechanism fot osteogenesis is lost If these data fail to support this 

prediction, alternate :t:nechanisms that regulate mechanotransduction will be considered. 

1 Also revealed by this analysis, incre~sed frequency ari.d amplitude of the suture waveform decreased the 
principal stress experienced within the suture ligament (Figure 6). This finding supports ·a functional
feedback interpretation that complexity forms until suture stresses decrease below BFR levels. As· 
organisms grow, muscle mass and function increase. This raises prinCipal stress levels along the pre-· 
existing suture pattern above the threshold for BFR resulting in renewed osteogenesis. T,his concept will·be 
further clarified in the DISCUSSION chapt~r. 
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For example, these pathways could involve deformation of either the mechanically 

regulated membrane channels or the extracellular-articulated cytoskeleton. 

An experiment designed to visualize cells that may have been wounded during 

normal in vivo function will further test this mechanobiological-wounding model. Based 

upon the orientation and distributions of principal stress revealed by the 2-D FEA, it is· 

. expected that suture connectivetissue cells located along concave suture margins will. 

show positivity for fluorescent-conjugated dextrans (FDx). This is due to the shear 

experienced along the bone side of this concave region. The presence of intracellular 

FITC FDx was interpreted to serve as a label for cells that experienced transient. 

disruption followed by resealing during the course .of the experiment. As mentioned 

above, concavities mc:ty generate a more mechanically challenging environment due to the 

excessive shear stress transduced through these regions. These findings would support the 

hypothesis that ·normal in vivo craniofaCial mechanical loading (feeding and nest building 
; . . . . . . . 

in rodents) helps determine suture growth and skull morphology via molecular events 

involved inplasma:membrane rupturing. If no wounded cells are positive for FDx, the 
. . . . . . 

non-wounding deformation of membrane channels ar1d cytoskeleton may play an 

important role in mechanotransduction~ If these data show alternate patterns of cell 

wo~nding, new models for the role of mechanics in suture biology will be provided, such 

as involvement. with cell proliferation and,new bone formation rather than bone 

resorption~ 

In Specific Aim Ill, overall changes in· suture morphology are related to age. The 

cell proliferation assay used in Specific Aini I was expected to confirm this finding by. 

·showing .ontogenetic decreases in PCNA staining. The average staining intensity of the 
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entire visible suture region was expected to decrease with age in a representative sample 

of several model genotypes at various ages. If this expected outcome was correct, it will 

be considered support for the concept that undifferentiated .suture mesenchymal cells 

must proliferate early in life as sutural bone formation is active. This requirement 

assumes that connective tissue cells along the bone margins differentiate into osteoblasts 

during active bone formation. Therefore, depleting the mesenchymal cell population 

through osteoblast recruitment could be countered by proliferation in the interior of the · 

suture.· If suture cellularity decreases as a function of age, suture osteoblast cells would 

need to diminish their differentiation in order to ma:intain. a patent suture. 
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Specific Aim II, Mechanisms of Suture Resorption · 
' . 

In Situ Detection of Bone Resorption 

ICR/CD-1 mice, mentio.ned above, were used to assay for osteoclast activity in . 

the suture microenvironment in six groups of mice (n=5) at ages representing birth to full 

maturity (Table III) .. This experiment is designed to evaluate the role osteoclasts have in 
. .· ' . . . . 

the morphological patterning of cranial sutures. Postnatal nlice at qne, ten, and 21 days 

were obtained from the Transgenic and Embryonic Stem Cell Mouse core facility of the 

Table III: Mice used in Specific Aim II 

Age I Sex I Strain I N # I Experimental Protocol 

1 day Male ICR/CD-1 5 . Osteoclast Localization 
10 days Male ICR/CD-1 5 Os.teoclast Localization 
3 weeks. Male ICR/CD-1 5 Osteoclast Localization 
6 weeks· Male ICR/CD-1 5 Osteoclast Localization 
3 months Male ICR/CD-1 -s Osteoclast Localization 
6 months Male ICR/CD-1 5 Osteoclast Localization 
6 weeks ·Male ICR/CD-1 5 Osteoclast Knockdown-Experimental Group 
6 weeks Male ICR/CD-1 5· Osteoclast Knockdown-Control·Group 
4 weeks Male ICRICD-1 3 Cell Death Assay-TUNEL 
4 weeks. Male· ICR/CD~1 3 Cell Death Assay-Caspase-3 · 
3 months Male ICR/CD-1 4 Cell Death Assay-TUNEL 
3 months Male ICR/CD-1 4 Cell Death Assay-Caspase-3 
4 months Mal~ Mstn+ . 4 Cell Death Assay-TUNEL 
4 months Male Mstn+ 4 Cell Death AssayCaspase-3 
4 months Male C57BL6 4 Cell Death Assay-TUNEL 
4 months Male .. C57BL6 4 Cell Death Assay-Ca~pase-3 

. . 
. . . ' ' . 

Medical College of Georgia. Mice at 42, 84, and 168 days Were obtained .froni Charles 

River Laboratories. Gla~s slides with histological sections were then stained for tartrate 

resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) with a kit purchased from Sigma~ Aldrich (386A-. 

1KT). This kit is intended to demonstrate acid phosphataseactivityin leucocytes from 

blood and bone marrow. The assay is good for identifying osteoclasts since they are bone 
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marrow monocytes that utilize acid phosphatase to degrade bone extracellular matrix .. 

TRAP-stained suture sections were then digitally imaged with a Leica compound light 

microscope equipped with a camera, and computer interface. The sagittal suture was 

photographed at 20x in its entire x-y plane of view. These individual frames were fitted 

together in Adobe Photoshop 6.0 Professional so that each individual suture could be . 

viewed in one image with extremely high resolution.· 

Osteoclasts were counted from whole suture images with reference to their 
. . 

. location, i.e. along conv~x, straight, or co.ncave bone margins. Osteoclast counts between 

each age group were compared for convex, straight, and concave.lingulae~ These non-

parametric data were compared using the Kniskal-Wallis test, which is a nonparametric. 

equivalent to analysis of variance· (ANO.V A). Differences among age groups medians 

were considered significant at the 95% confidence interval. 

Osteoclast Knockdown Experiment 

In order to test the prediCtion that osteoclasts are crucial for. cranial suture 

waveform patterning, this experiment used bisphosphonates·to remove osteoclast cells 

from developing mouse sagittal sutures. A total of ten ICR/CD-1 mice were divided 

equally into an experimental grou'p and a control group. All mice began this treatment at 

3 weeks old (immediately following weaning). Experimental mice received weekly 
. . 

injections of alendronate (Sigma-Aldrich, cat# A4978) (2.5 mg/kg) dissolved in PBS 

while control mice received PBS injections. Alendronate is a class of bisphosphonate 

drug that has proven effective at eliminating osteoclast cells in rodents 48
•
61

, and· 
. . ' . 

bisphosphonates are used by clinid.ans to treat osteoporosis. This drug binds to bone 

mineral and has a 1:1nique affinity for hydroxyapatite crystals of bone. Because it is lethal 
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to cells when ingested, osteoclasis which actively resorb bone during periods of 

bisphosphonate treatment die. After three weeks· of treatment, all mice were euthanized at 

an age of six weeks old. Mice of this age were chosen due to the critical time point this 

group demonstrated with respect to involvement of osteoclasis and cranial suture fractal . 

· dimension observ~d in the experiments described above. 

Apoptosis Detection 

Mice at three age groups were assayed for apoptosis within the suture connective 

tissue and bone fronts. These age groups were chosen due to the extent that the waveform 

shape is patterned during this interval. Mice were euthanized, as previously described, 
. . 

and sutures were demineralized, paraffin-embedded and. histologically prepared. Staining 
. . . . 

for DNA fragmentation associated with apoptosis was accomplished using a TUNEL kit 

available from Roche Pharmaceuticals (cat.# 1 684 817) and DNAse 1 (Roche · · 

. Diagnostics, cat# 11416800) as a positive methodological control. Fluorescent 

conjugated TUNEL labeling was viewed using the FITC filters on a fluorescent 

microscope with SPOT camera and computer interface. TUNEL-positive cells were 

described with reference to their surrounding suture morphology and .related to 

differences in mechanical strain along the suture waveform.· 

· Additionally an antibody for caspase-3 was ·used as an assay for ·cell apoptosis and 

carried out on the same samp~e used for TUNEL staining. A primary antibody (Cell 

Signaling Technology, Cleaved Caspase-3, Cat#. Asp175) was used to stain slide-

mounted suture sections for caspase-3, an important gene product expressed and involved 

in the complex programmed cell death pathway. A biotinylated ·goat anti-rabbit secondary 

·antibody was used with a Vectastain Elite ABC kit (PK-6100) and Cy 3 HRP label 
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(Jackson Labs, #38891) to identify caspase-3 positivity against haematoxylin 

counterstained tissues. Resulting positive cells are described .with reference to their. 

surrounding suture morphology -and related to differences in mechanical strain along the 

suture waveform. 

Expected Outcomes and Interpretation 

First, it was expected that active osteoclasts would be identified along the suture 

margin. Second·, bone resorption should be localized along the concave suture-bone 

margins. Third, osteoclasts were predicted to be active earlier in life when bone 

· formation is active. In Specific Aim IT, it was predicted that mice would show a pattern of 

bone resorption that increases while suture complexity was rapidly forming, and 

decreases when animals are mature and suture complexity plateaus. Additionally, 

osteoclasts are predicted to show a great~r presence along concave suture margins 

compared to convex margins.-This site.:.specificity is also expected to be greatest at times 

when suture formation is most pronounced. Specifically, mice at 6 weeks of age should 

show the greatest amount of osteoclast activity especially along concave margins relative 

to the opposing convex suture-bone interfaces. This activity (osteoclast counts) should 

show a bell-shape distribution along an axis representing increasing age. The 
. . . 

·interpretation from these data ·would be that osteoclasts play a positive role in the 

. . 

formation of interdigitations in cranial sutures due to site-specific bone resorption alorig · 

concave suture fronts. This finding wou1d support a model for suture growth whereby 

bone forms along convex fronts in conjunction with bone resorption on opposing bone. 

Thi~ dual activity could be necessary for the maintenance of patent, mechano-responsive 
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sutures that become more complex as age and increased mechanical loading (brain 

·growth and mastication) affects them. 

An additional experiment studying the role of osteoclasts in generating suture · 

waveform was carried out. Based.upon the suture complexity staging data (Specific Aim 

lll), mice at three weeks of age were given weekly alendron3:te iJ?.jections in order to 

remove, or knockdown, the osteoclast cell population. Osteoclasts were deleted for three 

weeks using this technique and compared with a control group at six weeks of age (for 

reasons described above). It was predicted that an experimental group, without 

osteoclasts Jor the three weeks where suture formation is ·most r~pid, will show a 

decreased suture cm;nplexity and possibly suture fusion. The interpretation made from 
' ' .. 

this result would be that osteoclasts are necessary for increasing suture complexity and 

maintaining suture patency. If these predictions are not confirmed, and suture complexity . 

shows no difference between treatment groups; then the interpretation will be made that 

the generation of suture waveform is not dependent upon osteoclasts. This interpretation 

would obviously impact the 2-D FEA model predicting potentially damaging shear 

stresses along concave margins. The hypothesis that physiologic shear stress lethally 

wounds cells inducing their engulfment by. bone macrophages ( osteoclasts ), would be 

rejected as the mechanism defining pattern specific osteoclast activity. 

to further test the hypothesis that shear stresses are involved in recruiting 

osteoclasts to concave suture regions, two cell death assays were employed. TUNEL 

staining identifies apoptosis by labeling fragmented DNA generated during programmed 

cell death. Cleaved caspase-3 is a pto-apoptotic protein specifically involved in the 

. programmed cell death cascade. Using these two markers it is expected to see a pattern of 
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cell death that is similar to predictions made about the site-specificity of shear, wounding, . 

. and bone resorption. Also, several age groups were used to determine whether apoptosis 

was greater early in life to match the pace of cell proliferation as determined by the celi 

. proliferation assay (Specific. Aim I). Specifically, cell death was predicted to localize to 

concave suture margins due to the likely presence of increased shear at these locations. A 

possible.altemative finding was that apoptosis is not a primary signal for induction of 

osteoclast activity .. This finding would suggest that other mechanisms, such as osteoblast 

secretion of RANK ligand, maybe more important for regulating osteoclast activity iri 

the suture, or that dura may be regulating osteoclast activity via secretion of TGF-~3. 
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Specific Aim III, Structural and Mechanical Consequences of Suture Modeling 

In Vivo Measurement of Bite Force · 

In order to observe the effects of increased muscle mass on bite force, two 

pairwise genotype comparisons were carried out (Table IV). Male Mstn_1
_ and control 

Table IV: Mice Used in Specific Aim III· 

Age 
Sex Strain N# Experimental Protocol · 

4 months Male ICR/CD-1 (Mstn +1+) 9 Bite Force 
4 months Male Mstn_,_ 9 Bite Force 
4 months Female C57BL6 6 Bite Force 
4 months Female MDX 6 Bite Force 
6 months Male ICR/CD-1 (Mstn +t+) 8. Suture Complexity 
6 months Male Mstn_,_ 8 Suture Complexity 
4 months Female C57BL6 6 Suture Complexity 
4 months Female MDX 6 Suture Complexity 
4 months Male FGF2+t+ 8 Suture Complexity 
4 months Male FGF2_,_ 8 Suture Complexity 

1 day Male ICRICD 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
. 10 days Male ICR/CD . 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
3 weeks Male ICR/CD 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
6 weeks Male ICR/CD 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
3 months Male ICR/CD 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
6 ·months Male ICR/CD 5 Suture Complexity Ontogeny 
6 months Male. ICR/CD-1 (Mstn +1+) 8 Suture Mechanical Testing 
6 .months Male· Mstn+ 8 Suture Mechanical Testing 
4 months Female C57BL6 · ·6 Suture Mechanical Testing 
4 months .Female MDX 5 Suture Mechanical Testing 

mice as well as female Mdx a~d control mice were compared:· The Mdx mouse is 

\ . ' . . . . 

'deficient in the gene product dystrophin, which links the myofiber cytoskeleton with the 

·cell membrane and extracellular matrix. As a result, mice lacking this critical scaffolding . 

. protein have compromised cell membrane. integrity '62~65 • Thus, these fibers are easily 
. ' 

wounded when mech~nicalloads are transduced to the cell surface.· For this reason, the 
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Mdx mouse has been used as a model for Duchenne muscular dystrophy 63•64
•
66

• All mice 

were euthanized as described previously (S.A. 1). 

According to previous investigations, a positive relationship between temporalis 

bite force and electro~yographic (EMG) activity exists 67
•
6s.. The h)'pothesis was tested 

that Mstn_1
_ mice would exhlbit maximum bite forces that increase with increased 

temporalis musCle _mass. Additionally, the hypothesis thatMdx mice would demonstrate 

decreased bite forces compared to their controls "(C57BL6) due to the unique pathology 

. of these animals was tested. Four-month old mice from each genotype (Mstn_1
_ and 

controls, n=9 per group; Mdx and controls, n=6 per group) were anesthetized with 3 mg 

ketamine and 0.4 mg xylaxine/ 25 grams by ~ntraperitoneal injection and subjected to 

electrical field stimulation of the right temporalis muscle. Mdx mice were obtained from 

the Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME,-stock #001801. 

Four month old mice were chosen in order to establish that differences in muscle · 

mass and contractility are observable at full skeletal maturity~ A Grass SD9 stimulator 

. .from Grass Instruments (Astro-Med) with platinum electrodes was-·used to deliver a 12 

Hz, 1 msec pulse with ten second "duration stimulus at 0 volts, 2 volts,. 4 volts, 6 volts, 8 

volts, 10 volts, 12 volts, 14 volts, 16 volts, and 18 volts. A ten-second recovery period 

was allowed between each successive stimulation voltage to allow for muscle recovery. 

The twelve Hz frequency was chosen for its ability to elicit a maximal force response. 

Maximal force was measured using a subminiature load cell (Sensotec Honeywell, cat # 

AL322, Columbus, Ohio) that was placed between upper and lower incisors. This load 

cell interfaced with an amplifying unit and computer data acquisition system (Polyview, · 

Astro-Med, Grass Instruments):·Differences in bite forces between genotypes were 
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analyzed for statistical significance using Student's t-test for comparing two independent 

sample means. Force-frequency slopes were compared using regression analysis. 

Comparative Fractal Analysis 

In order to observe the effects of increased muscle mass on sagittal suture 

morphology, three pairwise genotype comparisons were carried out. The articulated 

parietal bones with intact sagittal sutures were dissected free from Jour month-old MDX 

· vs. C57BL6{n = 6 per group) and fgf2+/+ vs. fgf24
- mice (n = 8 per group) and six-month 

old Mstn_,_ Vs. ICRJCD-1 mice (n = 8 per group). These skeletally mature age groups 

were chosen t~ compare differences in suture morphology manifested as a result of 

· functional differences in developing crania. Mstn_,_ and control ICRJCD-1 mice were 
. . 

compared with the expectation that the Mstn-1~ would show. more complex sagittal suture · 

waveforms. MDX mice were compared with their C57BL6 controls with the prediction 

that controls would show increased suture complexity. Finally, fgf-2_,_ and control mice 

were compared with the prediction that mice lacking fgf-2 will show· less complex 

sagittal sutures due to the absence of this potent growth factor following cell wounding 

dudng mechanical loading. In order to image the sagittal suture's waveform, a clearing 

·and staining protoc.ol was followed. This technique uses potassium hydroxide (3% KOH) 

to digest soft tissues such as periosteum overlying the bone. This step effectively clears 

the tissu.e while the addition of alizarin red stains the bone 69
• Next, the specimens' 

sagittal sutures were captur.ed·using a Leica S6D stereomicroscope with Pixera digital 

camera and Dell computer interface. Digital images of mouse sagittal sutures were traced 

in Adobe Photoshop 6.0 with a single-: pixel line ·and measured using the ruler dimension 

method within Benoit 1.3 fractal dimension analysis software (Trusoft International®). 
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. Fractal dimension is a measure of a shape's· self-similarity upon successive 

magnification and has proven to be a successful alternative to traditional Euclidian 

geometry in the analysis of form in nature 70
-
76

• Fractal analysis enables complex, planar 

shapes to be quantified by assigning them a unit-free measure that lies between one and 

·two dimensions (1.0-2.0). The ruler dimension method, also known as structured walk, 

calculates fractal dimension by using a ruler with a length that varies according to a 

constant value (coefficient of decrease) to measure the length.of a jagged line (Figure 7). 

·For complex objects, overall length becomes longer as the ruler use~ to measure length 

becomes shorter. Ruler dimension (i.e. Dr or FD) is taken as the slope of a line where log · 

ruler length is on the x-axis and log N of rulers (overall line length) is on they-axis. Dr is 

a scaling value relating changes in ruler length to changes in overall shape length. The . 

steeper the slope, the more complexity the shape demonstrates. For this study, the largest 

. ruler used was 600 pixels ·(approximately1800 J.lm) and the smallest ruler was 5 pixels 

(approximately 15 .J.lm). These ruler dimensions were used so that the' fractal analysis 

would be biologically relevant. Differences in fractal dimensions were compared between· 

genotypes and analyzed for statistical significance using Student's t-test for comparing 

two independent sample means; 

Ontogeny of Fractal Dimension · 

It was predicted that complexity of the sagittal suture, as measured by ..fractal 

dimension, would increase with mouse age and increase in body mass. For this analysis 

ICR/CD-1-mice atsix age groups (as outlined in S.A. 2) were examined for sagittal 

suture complexity to determine how suture complexity at these ·six ag~. groups might · 

relate to osteoclast activity. The entire cranium from five mice withtn ·each age group was 
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Figure 7: Ruler dimension is a type of fractal analysis used here. Inverted tracings of 

sagittal sutures are converted to BMP files and measured by applying a set ofdecreasing-

rulers. Overall line length increases as smaller rulers are used. FD = the relationship 

between these log transformed axes. 
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removed. These specimens were cleared and stained and measured as outlined above. 

Mean fractal dimensions were distributed such that ANOV A could be used to test for 

differences among age groups, and Fisher's LSD was used as a post -hoc test for 

differences between ages. Differences were considered significant at the 95% confidence 

interval. Specific Aim I tests the prediction that bone formation has a positive influence 

on suture waveform, whereas Aim II quantifies the ontogeny of osteoclast activity. In this 

aim, ontogeny of fractal dimension is combined with osteoclast data from Aim IT to test 

the prediction that resorption influences suture waveform in a positive manner similar to 

bone formation. 

Determination of Suture Failure Load 

In vitro mechanical testing of sagittal suture samples were carried out on six 

month old Mstn-l- vs. ICR/CD-1 mice(n = 8 per group) and four month-old Mdx vs. 

C57BL6 mice (n = 6 per group). These age groups were chosen in order to maintain 

congruency with animals used in the comparative fractal analysis experiment outlined 

above. Animals were sacrificed using. the protocol described above and rectangular 

beams (2 mm x 10 mm) were removed from the anterior and posterior segment of each 

specimen's sagittal suture using a high-speed dental handpiece turning a fine diamond 

bur. Each bean retained a section of suture connective tissue with parietal bone on each 

side. Mechanical properties of mouse sagittal sutures were tested using a Vitrodyne 

V1000 Universal Tester (John Chatillon and Sons, Greensboro, NC). First, parietals were 

affixed to a split test jig using cyano.acrylate glue. Then, the suture-containing beams 

were tensionally pulled at a rate of 10 microns per second until failure. The resulting 

load-displacement curves for the two genotypes were analyzed with Mann-Whitney's test 
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for two in~ependent groups. Non-parametric statistical techniques were utilized due to 

·the lack of normality with load-displacement parameters. 

Expected Outcomes and Interpretation 

This aim was designed to explore the gross anatqmical, morphological, and 

functional consequences of craniofacial musculoskeletal tissues that are found in mice· 

that differ with respect to muscle mass and masticatory function. Aim III was integrated 

with Specific Aims I and II by considering the implications of the molecular and cellular 

processes· discussed therein, at the organismallevel. It was predicted that mice with 

increased temporalis muscle mass (Mstn-1
) ·will show greater bite force compared to 

controls. Functional enhancement was expected to correlate with increases in suture 
. . 

complexity. If these results were. ~onfirmed, it will be interpreted that suture complexity 

was influenced in part by mechanical loading that results from feeding in vertebrate 

organisms. To further test this hypothesis~ an additional mouse model with compromised 

muscle function were used with the opposite predictions.· A mouse model for Duchene 
. . 

muscular dystrophy was predicted to show decreases in muscle function (bite force) that 

correlate with decreased sagittal suture complexity. If these. predictions were not 

supported, muscle anatomical variables will be considered such as temporalis mass and 

. cross sectional area. Because the Mdx mouse has a tendency to wound muscle fibers 

more readily, an anabolic response may be observed in younger animals and that only 

older individuals will manifest the expected phenotype of muscle wasting. 

Fgf2-1-.mice used in Specific Aim I were compared to .controls with respect to 

sagittal suture complexity. Because fgf2 is a positive growth factor in skeletal tissue, 

knockouts are predicted to have sagittal sutures with less complexity than controls. If this 



prediction stands, it would be interpreted that fgf2 release via cell wounding was a 

primary mechanism of increasing bone formation and cranial suture -complexity. These 

conclusions will be discussed with relevance to the bone formation assay data available 

from Specific Aim I as well as the cell wounding data available from Specific. Aim II. 

· It was expected that sagittal sutures develop increasing suture complexity 

ontogenetically. Mice at six age groups outlined in Specific Aim II were expected to 
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· show a fractal dimension increase that matches a similar pattern to the expression of 

osteoclasts and bone resorption observed in .Aim II. Specifically, it was predicted that 

suture complexity will increase rapidly after the onset of mechanical loading via 

mastication, (i.e. weaning). Suture complexity will likely plateau in the later, mature, age 

·groups of mice~ If true, this rapid complexity increase will be interpreted to taper as the . · 

animal reachesmaturity in body size, muscle mass, and function. These data woll:ld 

further Support the prediction that masticatory function, and not brain· growth, are 

proximate ·mechanical factors affecting cranial sutures. This prediction will be disc1,1ssed 

and supported with reference to ontogenetic brain growth in the following chapter. 

Assessing the mechanical and functional ramifications of suture complexity will · 

be carried out by stretching the sutures· with a tension load until they materially fail. 

Although this is not a normal physiologicall<)ad·(to rupture the suture), the performance 

ofthe"sutute ligaments under this treatment may reveal differences in strengthand 

elasticity related to differences in suture fractal dimension. It is .predicted that sutures 

. with increased complexity (in both f!dstn_1
_ v~. ·controls mid ·Mdx vs. controls) will be more 

elastic and thus more resilient to .mechan!cal failure. If this prediCtion is upheld it will be 

interpreted that cell and molecular growth and resorption processes, as well as. suture 
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extracellular matrix reorganization, are adaptive responses to increased mechanical · 

loading. Alternatively, the absence of a relation between suture compiexity and strength 

· may suggest that suture patterning does not fulfill a functional role to dissipate 

mechanical stresses, but may instead simply be a growth center in the cranium. 



III. RESULTS 

Specific Aim I, Mechanisms of. Suture Osteogenesis 

In Situ Labeling· of Bone Forriting Surfaces 

Cranial sutures provide intramembranous bone with the ability tQ grow 

peripherally·. In order to ensure continued ability.for bone growth, the cranial sutures 

must remain patent with resident mesenchymal cells in an undifferentiated and 

proliferative state 31
•
32

•
77

•
78

• As cranial bone grows at the ·suture, pluripotent mesenchymal 

cells differentiate into a more committed cell type as they are' recruited into the growing 

bone front. If opposing fronts were to actively form bone; the suture would become 

obliterated, losing its stem cell population wi.th which new bone is formed. 

Based onthese contingencies, the hypothesis was ev_ahiated that suture growth 

proceeds by one growth front forming new bone while its opposite front remains less 

active (Figure 8). Figure 9 is an ectocranial view of a mouse sagittal suture at four 

months of age. Newly formed (fluorescing) bone appears disproportionately along the 

convex lingulae, which is the active growth front. The opposite front incorporated little 

. fluorochrome label. Comparison of total new bone formation between genotypes and 
. . 

. .. 

between lingulae regions demonstrates that new bone formation is significantly greater 

along convex suture fronts than along concave suture fronts (Figure 1 0). Fu-rthermore, 

comparison-between genotypes suggests that Mstn~'- mice with increased masticatory 

41 
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Figure 8. Sutural waveform is patterned by osteogenesis occurring along convex surfaces 

(blue) and bone resorption occurring along concave surfaces (red). 
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Figure 9. Confocal Laser scanning micrograph of a mouse sagittal suture waveform at 

four months-old. A) Fluorescent tetracycline label showing new bone formation . B) 

Bright field image depicting paired parietal bones and the intervening sagittal suture. C) 

Merging of bright field and fluorescent frames. D) Enlarged frame from another 

specimen for illustration purposes. Note that the convex suifaces show a greater area of 

new bone than the concave suifaces. 
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muscle mass and contractile force show increased bone formation along convex fronts 

over a five-day interval when compared to wild type co~trols. 
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Using the same assay, overall BFR was compared between mice deficient in an 

important growth factor, FGF2 (Figure 11). No significant differences exist between 

these two groups. This result is congruent with findi~gs from a c~ll wounding assay 

presented below. Cell wounding may not play ~ proximal, mechanistic role in suture 

osteogenesis. However, these samples are currently being increased to 12 per group. An 

alternative interpretation could be made' if significant differences in bone formation 

become apparent. If no differences exist this still does not negate tbe impact FGF2 efflux 

may have on suture osteogenesis. It is known that fibroblast growth factors and their 

receptors are numerous and that multiple redundant interactions are possible between 

them 79
. Mice deficient in FGF2 may not show any diminished bone formation compared 

to controls if other FGF' s are simply "filling in" for the lack of FGF2 upon wouding. 

In Vivo Detection of Cell Wounding 

Using a fluorescent marker to detect transient cell membrane disruptions 

revealed that cell wou·nding is a significant event within the cranial suture connective 

tissue (Figure 12). Dextran (FDx) positive cells were identified in all mice that received 

an injection of these markers. A negative control for FDx (no injection) showed no 

positivity. A positive control for cell wounding (scalpel scrape) demonstrated FDx 

positive cells. Positivity for wounding experienced by experimental specimens is 

assumed to have taken place after FDx injections when mice were given access to 

pelleted feed and nesting materials. This in vivo wounding occurred within the population 

of connective tissue cells found around the center of the suture rather than along the 
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Figure 11: FGF2 may not be involved in suture osteogenesis. Using a tetracycline bone-

labeling protocol, mice with this growthfactor(A, C) showed no difference in BFR along 

the sagittal suture connective tissue-bone inteiface compared to mice deficient in this 

factor (B, C). BFR units are in ji.m2 I Jl.m. 
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Figure 12. Fluorescent conjugated dextrans (FDx) can be seen within the cells residing 
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around the center of the suture environment. Positive wounding control was achieved by 

scraping the suture with a scalpel. All animals were perfused and euthanized so positivity 

is assumed to be the result of cells opening and resealing around dextrans which are too 

large for diffusion across the membrane. Note that in vivo wounding does not occur 

along the suture-bone interface, or along concave margins as predicted. 



margin where the extracellular matrix interfaces with the bone. Furthermore, this 

wounding was not specific to regions of concavity. The centralized location of wound

positive suture cells is discussed in the following chapter with reference to its 

significance in undifferentiated mesenchymal cells and their proliferation. 
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Injections of clodronate were administered in order to control for a false positive 

FDx label. This could occur when macrophages engulf circulating dextrans. Liposome

bound clodronate is phagocytosed, freed within the internalizing compartments of these 

cells, and then poisons the macrophages before dextrans enter the systemic circulation to 

be engulfed. False positivity for cell wounding does not appear to be a concern within the 

cranial suture connective tissue. In fact, specimens that received both clodronate and FDx 

appear to show more label than those receiving only FDx. 

Incubating these same specimens with an antibody for bFGF suggests that 

wounding does result in efflux of this growth factor into the extracellular milieu. Figure 

13 shows several images taken with the 20x and 40x objective. The negative control 

shows no bFGF positivity using the Cy 3 channel while all the other images show clear 

bFGF staining. Higher magnification reveals that bFGF does not co-localize with 

wounded cells suggesting that cells experiencing wounding may eliminate intracellular 

bFGF stores. Positivity for bFGF appears to remain specific to extracellular spaces within 

the sutures' connective tissue. 

Suture Cell Proliferation Assay 

Various age groups representing several of the model genotypes used in these 

experiments were assayed for the proliferating cell nuclear antigen. This 

immunohistochemical technique allows for the identification of cells undergoing 
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Figure 13. Sutures labeled for wounded cells (FDx) are also labeled for bFGF. Arrows 
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indicate cells positive for wounding ( FDx). Arrowheads indicate extracellular regions of 

bFGF presence. At 400x magnification one can see that these labels do not co-localize 

and that bFGF appears limited to the extracellular spaces. 
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proliferation by identifying the presence of a protein involved in the G 1 and S phases of 

the cell cycle. Within the suture environment cells proliferate early and then this activity 

slows with age (Figure 14). Figure 15 compares staining intensity between age groups 

and confirms the pattern of ontogenetic- ptoliferati ve decline. These data will be discussed 

in the following chapter with reference to a model for programmed suture growth early in 

life followed by epige11etic co-option arid guidance. 
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4 wks. 12 wks. 

Figure 14. Representative images of slides stained with an antibody for PCNA against a 

methyl green background. Arrows denote cells positive for PCNA. Negative control lacks 

primary antoibody. Note that expression appears to diminish with age. This suggests that 

cell proliferation within the suture environment is greater at an early age. 
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proliferation .within the suture connective tissue. Negative cdntrollacks primary 
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Specific Aim II, Mechanisms of Suture Resorption 

In Situ Detection of Bone Resorption 

Osteoclasts were found to be present in the cranial suture. Their activity can be 

visualized with a TRAP stain indicating red cells residing within Howship' s Lacunae 

(Figure 16). Staining for osteoclasts also reveals significant frequency difference 

between age groups. The raw counts for convex, straight, and concave regions (Figure 

J7a, b, and c) show significant Kruskal-Wallis test statistics and p values (Table V) in 

large part due to the postnatal day 1 age group showing no osteoclasts 

Table V: Summary Statistics: Mean Ranks of Osteoclast Counts per Group 

Mean Rank of Osteoclast Count per Region 

Age (days) N=30 
a: b: c: d: Concave 

Convex Straight Concave Difference 

1 5 8 7.5 4 6 
10 5 8 12.1 11.7 15.1 
21 5 24 26.9 21.7 17.6 
42 5 21 20.5 23.9 22.6 
84 5 18.6 13.9 20.7 22.1 
168 5 13.4 12.1 11 9.6 

Kruskal-Wallis Test 
*16.9 *17.6 *19.9 *14.9 

Statistic= 
*=P<O.Ol, Significant differences among ages denotes bone resorption differences. 

within the sagittal suture. However, it is important to note that a common trend emerges 

when comparing convex, straight, and concave regions. Osteoclast number increases with 

age until around 42 days postnatal (six weeks), after which osteoclasts decrease 

substantially in convex and concave regions. Osteoclasts along straight margins are most 

I 

numerous at 21 days and then decrease according to this same general pattern. Because 

counting osteoclasts yields distributions that are non-normal, the post -hoc testing at the 

95% confidence interval between age groups is accomplished by comparing 



Figure 16: Highly magnified view of an osteoclast stained red from the TRAP reaction 

occupying a resorption pit, or Howship's Lacunae. Arrows in highest magnification 

denote multiple nuclei typical of active osteoclasts. 
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Figure 17. Individual micrographs taken at 200x magnification were fitted together in 

Adobe Photoshop. Osteoclasts were categorized according whether they were found 

along convex (a), straight (b), or concave (c) regions. Raw osteoclast counts are 

compared between age groups. Panel d compares a variable. called concave difference 

which is calc,ulated as d=c-a for each individual. 
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median notch overlap on Figure 16. In convex, straight, and concave regions there are 

significant increases in osteoclast activity at 21 days postnatal (three weeks). 
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A fourth variable was calculated from these data called concave difference. This 

variable represents the number of osteoclasts on concave surfaces minus the number of 

osteoclasts on convex surfaces per individual. These regions are depicted in the 

micrograph accompanying Figure 17. The "concave difference" variable represents the 

degree to which osteoclasts are localized to the concave regions relative to the convex 

regions within each age group. As you can see from Figure 17d and Table IV (column d), 

there is a significant difference among age groups with regard to the localization of 

osteoclasts along concave suture lingulae. A comparison of median notches drawn at the 

95% confidence interval reveals that postnatal days 21 (three weeks), 42 (six weeks), and 

84 (three months) show a significant increase relative to the· other age groups (younger 

and older). Among these ages in which osteoclast activity along the concave suture 

regions is elevated, mice at six weeks old show the highest amount of concave relative to 

convex osteoclast activity (Figure 18). 



Figure18. Micrographs of TRAP-stained sagittal suture sections (4 urn) at six ages. 

Osteoclasts are identified by red-stained cells occupying resorption pits. Note that P21 

and P42 show osteoclast activity and that at 42 days it becomes specific to concave 

regions. 
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Osteoclast Knockdown Experiment 

It is clear that the osteoclast plays <an active role in suture patterning. Their ability 

to resorb bone is crucial to bone's sculpting and modeling. In an effort to more 

mechanistically demonstrate the role of osteoclasts in patterning suture waveform, the 

osteoclast knockdown experiment attempted to eliminate this population of cells during a 

critical period of development. An experimental sample of six week -old mice that 

received three weeks of alendronate injections show diminished osteoclast activity 

(Figure 19). No statistically significant differences in sagittal suture complexity were 

observed when compared to age-matched controls not having received this 

bisphosphonate (Figure 20). However, the trend to these data support the suggestion that 

osteoclasts assist in increasing the age-related complexity of cranial sutures, since mice 

with a diminished osteoclast population showed a slightly decreased mean fractal 

dimension and relative length values. 

TRAP staining was carried out on these specimens as in the preceding protocol. 

The results from a comparison between experimental and control groups reveal a 

decrease in osteoclast counts per length of sagittal suture (Figure 21), but this difference 

is marginally significant (P = 0.07). It is likely that this failure to reach significance is due 

to a sampling size and/or power issue. Using power analysis, calculations, and existing 

mean and distribution data, a sample of ten mice per group would yield a comparison of 

relative osteoclast count with a low statistical power of 72%. Despite difficulty achieving 

statistical significance with a sample of 5 mice per group, a relationship between 

osteoclast count and suture complexity can be demon.strated. Figure 21 also shows a 

regression analysis where osteoclast count serves as the independent variable (x-axis) 



Figure 19: Magnified images (x200) of osteoclasts within alendronate treated (A) and 

control (B) sagittal sutures. Arrowheads depict osteoclasts retracting from the mineral 

substrate. Arrows depict TRAP stained, active osteoclasts. Note the acid phosphatase 

activity differences between groups as evidenced by the red coloration due to the TRAP 

reaction. 
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obser\led but a trend suggests that mean complexity is decreased when osteoclasts are 

taken out of the suture environment 
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with respect to the length of sagittal suture present in the image. Mice treated with 
. . ' . ' . . 
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6f· 

alendron·ate did show [l decrease in osteoclasts per mm .but it was not significant due to 

. ' 

sampling problems. This is supported by the regression figure located below that 

demonstrates ·a positive relationship between suture complexity and osteoclast number .. 
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and relative suture length is the dependent variable (y-axis ). After removing a single 

outlier, a linear fit is achieved with an R2 = 73%. This outlier was removed because it had 

a value of zero for the independent variable Osteoclast Count. 

Apoptosis Detection 

Apoptosis was proposed as a mec~anism whereby osteoclasts are recruited to 

regions of mechanical strain and cell wounding in the suture connective tissue. To test 

this hypothesis, two immunohistochemical techniques were employed to identify cells 

undergoing programmed cell death. TUNEL staining detects fragmented DNA while the 

cleaved caspase-3 antibody identifies the presence of a critical protein in the apoptosis 

cascade. Both of these techniques reject the notion that apoptosis is involved in recruiting 

osteoclasts. The reason for this is that apoptotic cells are few in number within the suture 

environment and show no pattern similar to osteoclast activity (Figure 22, 23). Apoptosis 

positive cells are not localized to concave regions and do not localize to cells 

experiencing wounding (see Specific Aim I). For these reasons programmed cell death is 

not suspected to play a role in guiding bone resorption in the suture. 
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Figure 22. TUNEL staining detects DNA fragments produced by apoptosis. Positive controls were treated with DNAse to art(ficially 

induce fragmentation. Note very little apoptosis is observed in normal suture connective tissue. 
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Cy 3 Channel Threshold < 40 

Figure 23. Cleaved Caspase-3 antibody detects a critical protein that is expressed as part 

of the apoptosis cascade. Control tissue is rat seminiferous tubule due to the high rate of 

cell turnover and death in this region. Note that normal sutures show little to no 

apoptotic cells. 



Specific Aim III, Structural and M~chanical Consequences of Suture Modeling 

Bite Force Assay 

In order to determine muscle performance differences related to phenotypic 
t' 

differences in muscle tnass and morpholbgy, force-frequency data.were collected using 

electrical stimulation combined with a load cell placed between each animal's incisors. 
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Several voltages were used each with an increasing set of frequencies as described above. 

Maximal bite forces at all voltages were attained by 20 Hz of electrical stimulation. The 

force-frequency curve recordeq at 16 vo~ts provided the maximal bite force from all 

experimental settings. Thus, force-frequency data at 16 volts were collected while 

varying frequency of stimulation at 6, 12, and 20 Hz and pairwise compared between 

experimental and control animals (Figu~e 24). Figure 24A compares Mstn_1
_ and Mstn+l+ 

cortt~ol animals at four months-old and confirms the hypothesis that deficiency in. 
. . .. 

myostatin· increases muscle mass thereby increasing bite force. This age group was 

. chosen because it represents the mature morphological phen·otype with respect to muscles 

of mastication, skull morphology, and body mass. This increase is more pronounced at 

higher frequencies of stimulation suggesting fiber content differences (to be discussed. 

below). At 20Hz Mstn_1
_ mice bite with 66% higher forces than Mstri+l+ ·controls 

(P<O.OS). 

Additionally, regression ~lopes for each genotype show a significant difference 

(F=3.46, P<0.05) when testing the unidirectional hypothesis that Mstn_1
_ mice have a 

steeper ·slope (i.e: are mo.re responsive to higher stimulation frequencies due to fiber 

content differences)~ Figure 24B compares Mdx and Mdx control mice and rejects the 

hypothesis that mice lacking dystrophin have weaker bite forces. In fact, at all stimulation. 
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Figure 24. Bite force was compared between two genotypes. Stimulation voltage is fixed 

at 14 volts while frequency (Hz) is varied. A) Mstn-1- mice bite with increased forces 

when compared to less muscled controls .. B) Mdx ( dystrophin deficient) mice also show 

increases in bite force. 
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frequencies~ Mdx mice bite with strongdr forces than control animals (P<0.05). This was 
,. 

unexpected considering that Mdx mice ~ave mus.cle fibers that have been structurally 

i 

compromised. An alternative hypothesi~ will be provided below.Regression slopes 

between Mdx and Mdx controls showed no sig]1ificant differences suggesting that no fiber 

. content differenc~s exist between genotypes. 

Comparative Fractal Analysis by Genotype. 

Table VI: Comparison of phenotypes in. mouse ·models 

Genotype N;:::; Body Mass (grams) 
Temp. Mass as % Est. Temp. Area · 

Body mass ·. (mm2) 

Mdx 
6 

23.54 ± t=5.15 0.123 ± 3.22± t=3.32 
Control 0.9 P<O.Ol** · 0.027 t=1.77 0.74 P<O.Ol** 

27.02 ± 0.149 ±· P=0 . .11 4.37 ± 
Mdx 6 

1.39 0.023 0.4 
Mstn 

11 
37.73 ± '0.126 ± 

t=4.69 
4.93 ± 

t=4.84 
Control 1.85 . t=2.02 0.016 

P<O.Ol** 
0.47 

P<O.Ol** 
39.74 ± P=0.057 0.166 ± 7.06± 

Mstn -/- 10 
2.67 0.023 1.38 

Phenotype comparisons between each experimental model with its control reveal 

the effects of increased muscle mass~ Table VI compares body mass, teniporalis mass, 
. . 

. and temporalis cross-sectional area. Each mutant mouse significantly outweighs their . 

strain-matched control by 5% in.tbe Mstn_1
_ mouse (P<0.05) and 15% in the Mdx mouse 

(P<0.05). Because body niass differs between animals, relative temporalis mass is 

compared. This val~e was calculated by dividing temporalis mass by.~verall body mass 

resulting in a unit free measure that enables muscle mass comparison after adjusting for . 

overall body size differences. Both experimental animals show a significant increase in 

'relative·temporalis mass when compared. to their controls. Msth_1
_ mice show 32% more 

! 

relative temporalis mass than controls (P<O.OS) while Mdx inice show a 21% increase 



I 

over controls (P<0.05). By using an estimati~n for temporalis cross-sectional area one 
I 

I 

may compare this value among- anim~l modefs. This estimation was calculated using 

I 

individual temporalis muscle mass and muscle length as well as a constant value for 
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tissue density (1.055 mg/mm3
). Both experinilental animals show· a significant increase in 

. . I 
• , I • 

temporalis cross-sectional area when compared to their controls. Mstn_1
_ mice show 43% 

greater cross sectional area than controls (P<0.05) while Mdx mice show a 36% increase 
. ! 

over controls (P<0.05). 

The hypermuscular M,stn_1
_ mouse suture also showed a significant increase in 

fractal dimension of the sagittal suture ( 1.36~0.099) when compared to the wild type 

. (1.24±0.089; Student's t-test P<0.05, see Figure 25). In other words, fractal dimension 

analysis demonstrates a significantly increas~d sagittal suture complexity in the mice 
! 

I . . 

with significantly increased temporalis muscJe mass and bite forces. As an additional 
I . 

i 

evaluation of suture complexity, the relative ~ength of the sagittal suture was compared as 
i . 

calculated~byJ aslow 6. This technique measrtres the pathlength. of the suture and divides 
. . . : . 

• I 

this value by the linear distance between poi~ts bregma and lambda (beginning and end . 
. . ! 

points of the sagittal suture,} The resulting ufit-free value describes the sagittal suture 

pathlength in relation to total length and suptorts fractal dimension data (Figure 25). This 

supports the prediction that increased muscld mass increases sutural waveform 
. . I . . . . 

complexity. 

A comparison of sagittal suture complexity between mice with a phenotype 

' 

resembling muscular dystrophy do not show: significant differences in fractal dimension . 

(Figure 26). This model was initially considered as a mouse with decreased muscle 

function (due to lack of membrane protein dystrophin). However, data.previously 
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Figure 25. Measures of complexity are compared between genotypes. Both variables 

(fractal dimension and relative length) agree that sagittal suture complexity is increased 

in hypermuscular mice compared to their controls. 
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Figure 26. Sagittal suture complexity compared between dystrophin deficient (Mdx) and 

control mice. Note that the mice with muscula:r dystrophy show slightly increased (non-

significant) fra·ctal dimension. 
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presented shows the.se Mdx mice to have increased bite force as well as increased body 
I· . 

mass and temporalis cross-sectional area co~pared to controls. The complexity value 

does show a trend supportive of the relationsp_ip between muscle function and suture . 

. morphology. Mdx mice show a mean fractal dimension that is greater than controls. This 

result was surprising and relates to enhanced· muscle function in the muscular dystrophy 

mouse. This mouse will be discussed further in the following chapter. 

A comparison of suture complexity b:etweenjg/2-/- and.control mice reveals that 

FGF2 may not play an anabolic role in patterning suture waveform. Figure 27shows 

significant overlap between knockouts and control mice when measuring suture 

complexity. This result is currently being clarified further by ·increasing· sample sizes 

from n=3 to n=l2. However, this figure supports the concept that FGF2 release following 
' 

wounding may not be involved with osteogepesis but rather helps regulate cell 
I • 

proliferation within the suture. · 

Ontogeny of. Fractal Dimension · 

Fractal geometry evaluates the complexity of the sagittal suture~ TRAP staining 

allows osteoclasts to be localized. The combination of these_data allows ontogenetic 

changes iri bone resorption to be related to ihcreases in suture amplitude. Table Vll . 

provides the summary- and ANOV A statistics comparing fractal dimension at each age · 
I , 

i 
• . I 

group.. Figure 28 graphically presents these data using box and whisker plots;_ Sagittal 

.suture fractal dimension increases as mice age. Posterior testing using Fisher's LSD at the 

95% confidence interval reveals s~ccessive J.ncreases in fractal dimension at six weeks 

(p42) and three months (p84). In order to observe ho~ these increases in sagittal suture 
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Figure 27: Suture complexity compared between FGF2"1
- and FGF2+!+ mice. Qualitative 

comparisons are enabled by three representative suture tracings per group. Significant 

overlap in FD between groups suggests that FGF2 may not play an anabolic role in 

patterning suture waveform. 
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Table. VII: Summary Statistics and Post-Hoc Tests: Fractal Dimension and Skull Width. 

Age Mean Groups usiag Mean Skull Groups using Fisher's· 
N=30 Fisher's LSD Width· (days) FD (PSO.OS) · (mm) 

LSD (PSO.OS) 

1.004 ± I. 

1 5 X 6.89 ± 0.17 
I 

X I 

0.028 
I 
I 

I 

10 5 
1.035 ± 

X 10.25 ± 0.11 X. 
0.022 

21 5 
1.039 ± 

X 10.6 ± 0.22 X 
0.025 

1.107 ± 
f 

42 5 X I I" 
11.51± 0.32 

0.026 

84 5 
1.167 ± 

X 11.52 ± 0.15. 
0.059 

168 5 
. 1.133 ± 

X ·x 12.31 ± 0.22 X . 0.017 
*Fisher's LSD is a post-hoc test used here to diffeientiate which groups are signifi antly different from 

: 

each other. . i 
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fractal dimension relate to changes in brain ~rowth, skull width was meas~red for each 

I 

age group to the nearest 0.01 mm~ ANOVA'testing revealed an obvious significant trend 
• I 

towards increasing skull width that is espec~ally pronounced between postnatal days one 
I 

. and ten. Posterior testing revealed significatjt differences between all age groups except 

those at six weeks and three months. 

Suture Failure Load Assay 

Load-displacement curves of sagittal sutures taken from six month old wild type 

and myostatin-deficient mice were compared, n~8 per group. Sutures were loaded with 

ramp tension at a rate of 10 J .. unlsec. Six month old mice were used in this experiment in 

order to assess differences in biomechanical properties .according to differential suture 

morphology in skeletally mature animals. The.niyostatin-deficient mouse model was used 
! . . 

i ' ' 

to test the hypothesis that increased sagitta~ suture complexity would yield sutures with 

decreased stiffness. This hypothesis assumes that increased suture complexity relates to 

increased masticatory muscle. forces. Therefore, observed mechanical differences should 

relate to connective tissue adaptations whiGh increase the resistance of a suture to failure 

loads. 

The Mstn_1
_ mice possess sutures that allow significantly more elongation before 

failure (386±138 J.Lm) when compared to normal mice-(260±55 J.Lm; Mann Whitney, 
. . . . . : . 

P<0.01, Figure 29). Figure 30represents load-displacement profiles for Mstn-1~ .vs.·. 

Mstn+l+ and Mdxvs. Mdx Controls. Considering these data, it isimportant to rec~gnize 

that Mstn_1
_ mouse sagittal sutures do not demonstrate significantly greater breaking 

strength (Figure 30A). Rather, the observed difference is in the ultimate sutural strain, or 

increase in suture ligament elongation at failure. This supports the prediction that 
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Figure 29. Displacement comparison of hypermuscular mouse vs. controls at 6 weeks of 

age. Note the Mstn-1- mice with increased muscle mass show .sutures that allow more 

stretch before failure. 
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Figure 30. Mean load-displacement curves. A) Mstn-1- mice have sutures that are more 

elastic. B) Mdx mice do not show any differences when compared to controls because 

values show much overlap. 
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I 

increased connective tissue compliance or srpr)age accommodates increased mechanical 

loading. On average, Mstn-1- sutures containjd 52% greater area under load-displacement 

curves. This means that sutures from strongfr animals with greater waveform complexity 

! 

were tougher. and could store more energy b~fore failure. Load displacement curves were 
. . . . I . . 

collected on samples of Mdx and Mdx Cont~ol mice. A comparison of mean load-

displacement until failure values is seen in Figure 30B. There are no statistically 
. I 

significant differences between groups. 

:. 
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IV~ DIS~USSION 

Mechanisms of Suture Osteogenesis I 

New bone formation, or o·steogenesis~ supports a predicted site-specific model for 
i 

sutural growth (Figure 4 and 8 ). Figures 9-l·O show osteogenesis mainly occurs along the 
i 

convex bone margin. Mohr's circle data (Figure 5) predict the convex region is being 

·deformed by tensional stress. Using a mous,e model with increased muscle mass and 
! 
I 

function, it was shown that osteogenesis in1reases as temporalis-induced tensional stress 

within the sagittal suture increases (Figure :] 0). This provides additional support for the 
I . 

I ' 

predictive FEA model,.which establishes a jstrain distribution map for a hypothetical 

sagittal suture. 

An alternate explanation for the incteasedBFR in Mslli -1- mice compared to 

controls proposes that myostatin defideilc~ may directly affect suture connective tissue 
. . ! 

biochelnistry. Analysis of mice deficient i~ GDF5 reveals that the tendons are structurally 
i 

weakened, more compliant, and show .a de~rease. in large diameter collagen fibers 80
-
83

• It 
I . . 

is known that the GDF8 (myostatin) receptbr is the Activin type liB (ActR-IIB) receptor 
. ~ . . 

84
, however this receptor has not yet been ihentified in ligaments or tendons. The GDF5 

. . . ~ . . . . . . 

· receptor is BMP receptor type IB {BMPR-iB) 85
•
86

. GDF5 is known to convey signals by 

I 

inducing the formation-of a heteromeric CQmplex consisting .of three BMP receptors, 
I 

. . . i . . . 

including the myostatin and the GDF5 receptors 86
• It is possible that in the mouse 

lacking myostatin, the ActR-IIB receptor ~ay dysfuncti~n by over-interacting with the 

GbF5 signaling pathway. Additionally, it ¢ay be possible that the ActR-IIB receptor is 

79 
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! 
I 

·present within connective tissue such as ligaxhents and tendons, but it has not yet been 
I . . . . . 

identified. These alternative explanations fail to undermine the support provided by the 
I 

Mstn_1
_ mouse. The convex suture lingulae arb the growing, advancing fronts implying the 

- . I . 

concave lingulae are the retreating, resorbinJ fronts. 

I 
A model for mechanotransduction th~t involved suture cell wounding as a 

proximal signal was supported by fluorescent dextran labeling.· BFR in FGF2 deficient 

mice did not show the predicted decreases. Figure '11 demonstrates that there is 

· . considerable overlap between genotypes when comparing BFR. Mice injected with a 
. . 

marker for cell membrane disruption (FDx) ~howed wounding-positive cells within the 

suture connective tissue (Figure 12). The interpretation made from this is that 
, I . 

mechanically induced cell wounding involvbs the ~fflux ofgrowth factors, such as FGF2, · 
.. . I ·. 

. . I . . . . 

into the extracellular environment. Once outside the cell, the fate of FGF2 is -unknown.. · 
. I • 

i 
. This growth factor efflux does not appear tq influence osteogenesis but rather it is 

speculated that 1t causes proliferation of surrounding mesenchymal cells. However, FGF2 
. • •. I . . , .. 

. I . . , . 

deficiency may not demonstrate any phenot~pic effect if other.growth factors can interact 
. -1 

with its receptor and elicitthe same resport,e. Specimens labeled with FDx were also 

I . 
stained using an antibody for basic FGF(brGF). Figure 13 reveals bFGF positivity in the 

• . I . • 

extracellular environment surrounding wounded cells. These data also support a model 

for suture osteogenesis that involves wounding. However, it is also possible that priniar.y 

and/or fluorescent-conjugated secondary a~tibodies were not completely washed out of 

the suture. 

These results ·confirmed the prediction that in vivo wounding due to feeding and . 

nesting appears to be involved in sutural b9ne growth. However, FDx positivity deviated 
. I 

I 
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I 
from the expected pattern of wounding along the concave margins of the suture-bone 

interface. Rather, the observed cell wounding was localized in the center of the suture 

I 
ligament. This does not support the hypothesis that shear stresses along concave regions 

. . i . 

lethally wound cells, inducing apoptosis and /recruiting osteoclasts. An alternate · 

i 

· explanation suggests that cell wounding iri t~e· central portion of the suture ligament 
I 
I 

. serves as a signal for cell proliferation. This- explanation assuines that the. development of 

osteoblasts along bone margins involves the ~ecruitment of undifferentiated suture 
I 

mesenchymal cells. During growth, as sutural bone is forming, mesenchyme within the 

ligament should be proliferating to "feed" the advancing fronts.· An assay for cell 
. ~ 

proliferation usi~g an antibody for PCNA s~pports this concept. Proliferation was shown 

to be active early in ontogeny and then decli!ne (Figure 14-15) tracking the general 

I 

ontogenetic pattern of active bone growth. ~upporting the role of FGF2 in cell 
. i . . . . . 

proliferation Montero et al. 33 propose that tlie anabolic effects of FGF2 in.bone are likely 

due to a proliferation of preosteoblasts that tan then differelltiate into mature osteoblasts 

capable of inducing new bone formation. 1· 

. A proposed mechanism of suture osieogenesis begins with tension-induced cell 
I . 

wounding within the interior of the suture ligament. This results .in the efflux of growth 

factors such as FGF2 (as well as influx of'~gger" ions like calCium) by these 
. . I . 

mesenchymal cells. This- anabolic cytokine !could inter.act with the paracrine signaling 

gradient shown in Figure 3 such that anti-o:steogenic (AO) signals within the interior of 

the suture guide cells_ down a proliferative pathway. Cells within the pro-osteogenic (PO) 

zone undergo differentiation into osteoblasts causing new bone to form on suture margins 
• I 

' 

uniformly. This model is highly theoretica~ but the pro-osteogenic l anti-osteogenic I pro-
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osteogenic gradient across the suture environfent has been demonstrated With some · 

cytokines13
• As previously mentioned, bone ffrmiltion is not uniform but rather it occurs 

with defined site-specificity along convex margins. The failure of significant 
I 

osteogenesis along concave margins suggest~ that mechanisms of bone resorption must 
! 

I 

also be involved .. Thefollowing section exarrpnes this question. 

Mechanisms of Suture Resorption 

Osteoclast activity showed a pattern ~upportive of the predictions niade in chapter 
. I 

. . . . 

· II. Namely, active resorption was observed along bone-suture margins (Figure.16). 

Furthermore, osteoclasts were found to be greater. along concave lingulae, and this pattern 

was most pronounced between the ages of three and six weeks (Table V, Figure 17-18). 
I 

These findings are especially significant becruse osteoclasts have not previously been 

demonstrated along suture margins in their i-y axis. Furthermore, specificity of these 
. . . . I . . . 

I 

. osteoclasts has not been demonstrated alongjconcave margins nor has their activity been 

related to suture waveform. This -is a period bf rapid growth in a mouse when bone 
. . . I . 

formation is presumably very active. Active1resorption could be a mechanism that 

prevents the rapidlygrowing bone fronts onleitherside of the suture from growing 

. together and obliterating the suture ligamen~ with bone. It is also known from data 
I 

collected iri Specific Aim III that this. time df highest osteoclast concave-specificity· 
. I • • 

i 

coincides with heightened generation ofsutbre waveform complexity. Considering that 

the mice used in this experiment were weaned at three weeks, it can be inferred that 

tensional-loads placed upon the sagittal suttJre upon exposure to hard chow are involved 

. in the induction of heightened osteoclast ac~ivity by six weeks. The interpretation made

. from these data is that the· osteocl&st plays i~portant roles within the suture by 



maintaining a patent, non-osseous ligament as well as sculpting cranial bone margins, 
I 

which help create a suture with a complex, ~aveform shape. Mechanical regulation of 
! 
I 

this process due to masticatory loads is supplrted. However, this is not done by 

wounding (previously discussed) or by apop~osis (discussed in this section). 
! 
I 
I 

83 

Regardless of what is activating oste~clasts, they clearly demonstrate age-related 

changes in loc·ation. Figure 17 ~ 18 and Table !v clearly show that osteoclasts are absent 

during initial postnatal development. At ten ~ays postnatal o.steoclasts are observed along 

concave and straight sagittal suture margins.:By 21 days postnatal one can observe·. 

osteoclasts along convex margins as ·well. The occurrence of osteoclasts along convex · 

and concave regions increases incrementally until 42 days postnatal and then 

incrementally decreases creating a belt-shapfd distribution with· respect to tiine. 

Osteoclasts along straight margins follow a tery similar pattern except that the maximum 
. . I . . . 

. · . . . ' . ' 

number of osteoclasts is observed at ,;2,1 days .postnatal. This is possibly related to the fact 
. . . ! . . 

that there are more straight regions in youn~er, less complex sutures on which osteoclasts .. 

may develop. After 21 days there is a signif~cant increase in suture complexity (Figure 

17-18), and therefore fewer straight suture targins. These raw osteoclast counts reveal· 

that bone resorption reaches its maximum .at six weeks of age. By six months; osteoclast 
. . . . I . 

activity is diminished to levels see[l only ve~y early in development around ten days 
. . I . 

I • 
, , I • 

postnatal. One potential explanation for the learly activity of osteoclasts when·suture 

complexity is relatively low, is that suture bone growth is rapid before six weeks of age .. 

To counteract suture obliteration and crani~synostosis, osteoclasts show more activity 
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I 

I 
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I 

I 
! . . 

84 

across all suture regions at these early ages. llater, after the mouse skeleton matures, there 
I 

is likely to be less bone remodeling since the !mechanical demands on these elements has 

I 
I · reached a plateau. 

I . 

By calculating concave difference, o9e is able· to compare how osteoclasts· on 

I 

concave surfaces relative to ·convex surfaces ,bontrast at different ages. Generally,_ one 

observes a very similar pattern as the non-transformed counts per region (Fig. 17d vs. 

J7a, b, and c). In other words, there is a bell-ishaped increase in osteoclasts on concave 

relative to convex surfaces starting at ten days postnatal and continuing until 42 days 

. ' . 

postnatal. After this age, (6 weeks) there is a symmetrical decline in osteoclasts along the 

concave relative to convex margins. When considering these results together with 
! 

. ' • I 

. ontogenetic suture complexity data, fractal1imension stabilizes when osteoclast activity 
I 

goes down (Figure 28, Table VII). Evidenc~ of this can be found by examining fractal 
. . I . 

I • 

dimension at 42 days postnatal. There is a marked increase in suture complexity observed 
. I 

between 21 and 42 days. This corresponds with osteoclast activity on concave surfaces 
• ! • . 

I 

outpacing those on convex surfaces at 42 days. 
• • I 

If increased osteoclast number and aptivity increases suture waveform 

i 

complexity, decreased complexity should b~ observ~d upon the removal of osteoclasts. 
. ' . 

Administering a bisphosphonate (alendronate) to exp~rimental mice beginning at. three 

weeks and ending at six weeks, marginally ~upports the predicted response (Figure 20). 
. I . . 

Images of osteoclasts within each treatmeni group (Figure 19) support data presented in 

Figure 2 J suggesting a decrease in osteocl~st count. The .failure of the osteoclast. counts 

to show statistically significant differences petween groups is believed to be a byproduct 

of low statistical power, which is currently-being increased. Given the observed central 
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. . 

. ; ' i . 

tendency and dispersion values, this test wou~d yield a statistical power of 72%. 

However, the data shown in Figures 20-21 Were collected with·sample sizes of five mice 
. . . . I . . 

per group because half of the alendronate-injected mice (n=5) died of unknown causes. 

Support for the predicted role of osteoclasts ~n suture waveform is also supported by the 
. I 

I 
. I 

regression ?nalysis in Figure 21. There is a ~ositive linear relationship (R2=73%) 

i 

between osteoclast count and suture.comple~ity. 

The results from two assays for apoptosis reject the prediction that cell death is 
i . . 

involved in regulating suture resorption. TUNEL staining (Figure 22) and cleav¢d 

l 

caspase-:-3 staining (Figure 23) showed very few cells positive for apoptosis. Furthermore, 

• ! 

no discemable ontogenetic pattern or localizFttion of these cells to concave regions was 
. . I . 

i 

observed, contrary to predictions. Shear forcrs along concave bone margins does not . 

appear to lethally wound cells (supported by FDx data) or induce apoptosis. Therefore, it .· 

is believed that cell death is not a primary signal for the induction of osteoclasts. An . 

I 
alternative mechanical explanation for the induction of osteoclasts along suture 

i 

concavities after weaning and introduction qf hard foods is still possible. ·RANK ligan.d · 

secretion frOm nearby, convex bone margin~ could be mechanically regulated by tension-
. . I . . . . 

induced osteoblast activity 87
• This paracrin6 signal might activate pre-osteoclasts along . 

neighboring regions of osteoblast activity (it e. concave margins). This interpretation 
. i . 

suggests that tension rather than shear is dri~ring suture waveform development-by 

regulating osteoblasts as well as os.teoclasts,through the RANK I RANKL coupling axis.· 

Structural and Mechanical Consequences of Suture Modeling . 

Integrating data presented in Specific Aims I and II suggest that osteogenesis and 
. . . . . . 

resorption are coupled along cranial sutures. in a discrete pattern such that bone forms 
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I 

-along convex margins and resorbs along con~ave margins. Mechanical loading does 

appear to regulate this process. In .support ofithis concept, Mstn_1
_ mice with increased 

. I . . 

masticatory function (Figure 24A) also show! increases in cranial suture complexity 
. l . . . . 

i 
(Figure 25). In part, this is due to increases ih temporalis muscle mass and cross-sectional 

. ! ' 

areas shown in Table VI. Dystrophin deficient. mice (Mdx) vs. controls also support this 

prediction, although not in the prediCted way. It was believed that Mdxmice would show 
I . . . - . . 

a phenotype with di~ri.ished masticatory function due to the 'pathological muscle wasting 

associated with this animal model. Figure 24B demonstrates that the Mdx mouse actually · 

showed increased bite forces. This deviation~ from expectation is believed to be due to 

increases in Mdx tempor~is muscle mass and cross-sectional area listed in Table VI. In 

fact, by normalizing Mdx and Mdx control. b~te forces with the temporalis muscle this 

increased bite force is neutralized. Table Vm shows bite forces at three frequencies of 
. I . . . 

stimulation divided by temporalis cross-sect~onal area. The resulting value demonstrates 
- i 

no significant difference between models in ;N/mm2
• The muscles of Mdx animals appear 

Table VIII: Bite Forces Normaiized by TempQralis Cross-Sectional Area 
I . 

Genotype · I N= I · N/mm2 at 6Hz II N/mm2 at 12Hz I . N/mm2 at 20Hz 
' 

Mdx. 
6 

. 0.146 ± I 0.191 ± 0.260 ± 
Control· 0.096. P=0.19 0.140 P=0.30 0.196 . P=0.35 

Mdx 6 
0.221 ± . 0.265 ± .0.345 ±" 

.. 0.091 II 0.085 0.073 
Mstrt 0.108 ± . ! 0.141 ± 0.144 ± 

Control 
11 

0.046 0.087 P=0.71 0.100 P=0.54 
P=0.27 

Mstn -/- 10 
0.088.± 0.130 ± 0.166± 
0.001 0.038 0.042 

to maintain normal function despite a distin:ct pathological phenotype. Muller et al. 88
. -

found that the chewing muscles of the Mdx.mice were less affected by the gene 

deficiency than were diaphragm or gastrocnemius. An alternative explanation posits that 

. \ 
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! 

Mdx muscle progressively deteriorates with Jge89
-
91

• Mice at four months of age may not 
I 

be presenting a functional deficit. Despite thf Mdx mouse's increase in bite force, support 
! 

for the prediction that masticatory function i~ positively related to suture form is shown. 
I 

. I . . 

Figure 26 demonstrates that the Mdx· mouse pas a ~lightly elevated suture complexity 

value (fractal dimension). 

Using the same complexity m~asurerpent techniques,fg/2_1
_ mice do not 

demonstrate decreased complexity (Figure 2~7). Considerable overlap between groups 
. I 

supports the prediction that cell wounding is! directly involved in mesenchyme 

proliferation but not bone growth. F g/2-l- mice lack FG:F2, which can spill into the 

. extracellular environme!lt following woundin~. The absence·ofthis mechanism (FGF2 

efflux) does not result in a morphological c~ange in the deficient Illouse. 

The prediction that sutures become more complex ontogenetically was confirmed 

by fractal analysis (Table VII and Figure 28). Regular increases in complexity were 

. observed with age with the largest increase ~n fractal dimen_sion occurring between three 
- . 

' -
. ' . . ' . 

weeks and six weeks. This rapid onset ofco~plexity in this three-week period between 
. . . . I . 

- ' . 
• I 

ages is believed to be the result of weaning ~nd commitment to an adult diet. While· 
. . . 

' . 
• ' I • 

nursing, the major masticatory muscles are &ot heavily recruited. Once mice are weaned, 

large mechanical strains emanating from th~ comminution of pelleted rodent feed begin 

modeling suture _waveform through mechanottansductive mechanisms influencing 

osteogenesis and resorption. 

An alternative suggestion would be that brain growth is guiding cranial suture 

waveform development. This is· unlikely considering skull width-data (Figure 28). The· 

width of the skull can be used to estimate brain growth patterns in vertebrates. If brain 
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growth were more pivotal in generating waveform, then one would expect to see · 
I . 

increases in suture complexity around the sake time points where brain growth appears 

most rapid. Roughly 86% of the skull growt~ in width occurs between birth and three 
I 

weeks of age while only 23% of complexity !growth occurs between the· same ages. On 

the other hand, 77% of complexity growth occurred after weaning while only 14% of 
. . 

skull growth in width occurred during this time. It is much ·more likely to consider that 

brain growth and dura signaling are driving factors early in ontogeny while mechanical 

signals emanating'from mastication, dori:llnate patterning the suture later, upon weaning. 

The consequential impact that suture complexity has on the material properties of 

the suture ligament were supported by the Mstn_1
_ mice. Specifically, increased 

complexity of the suture relates to greater c9mpliance (Figure 29-30A). The achievement . 

of differential material properties may relat~ to extracellular matrix reorganization. This 
I . 

I 

hypothesis posits that collagen fiber bundle~ residing ~ithin-the suture ligament of mic~ 

with increased masticatory function may be 1 greater in number, have different cross-

sectional dimensions, or have differen~ biocpemical organization. However, differential 

· material properties of more complex suture.~ however, may relate to the ~ncreased volume 

of suture extracellular matrix, which concei~ably generates resistance adhesion. 
. . 

Regardless of how material property changes are achieved,. the result is. a suture that can 

accommodate greater stress by increasing displac~ment; thus dissipating mechanical 

loads. 

Using this ·sap1e technique for.measuringload and displacement, Mdx sutures 

were compared to controls. These results do not support the conclusions drawn from the 

Mstn comparison. Mdx mice and controls spowed large dispersion of data points around 



I 
their respective means .. This creates significart overlap making statistical differenc.es in 

load and displacement difficult to·demonstraie (Figure 30B). It is likely this is due to 
. . 1 

J 

· measurement accuracy or sample-size. 

• • • 
0 

• I 

Synthesis: A Model for Suture Ontogeny : 
0 ! 

I 

This project sought to integrate a diverse array of data (molecular, cell, and 

organismal) in order to provide a .ffi<?del of mechanobiology as it pertains to cranial 

89 

sutures. Mechanobiology is a term first introp.uced by Carter92 in 1998. This emerging 

discipline aims to elucidate how mechanical I function determines biological form. This is. 

accomplished through a complex set of mechanisms at the cell and molecular level 

regulated by physical parameters such as m~chanics. The results of experiments in 
i 

Specific Aims I-ll are· used in conjunction 'rithexisting data to provide. a model for 

cranial suture morphogenesis and ontogeny (Figure 31). This mod~l include.s paratrine 
i 

factors secreted by the dura, cellular events such as osteogenesis and resorption, and· 
. ! 

organismal phenomena such as age at wean~ng,. masticatory· muscle function,. and 

vertebrate feeding ecology. 
! 0 

Dura Secreted Factors Regulating CraniJl Suture Activity · . 

. The cranial suture ·ligament is a narr?w strip of connective tissue placed between 

two flat bones. Cell activity within this regi~n is tightly controlled. Undifferentiated 

mesenchymal cells within the suture prolife~ite and seed the cell population that 

ultimately differentiat~s to become incorporated along the suture margin as new bone. 

The ·ability to control these proce~ses is critfcal to maintaining a patent suture. When 

proliferation, differentiation, and prograrru:ried cell. death become unbalanced, 

craniosynostosis, the premature fusion of cranial sutures, can occur. Orchestration of 
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Proliferation 
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' =RANK 

~ = RANKL 

Figure 31: Integrative mechanobiology model for cranial sutures. Notice that early, the 

growth of the brain stretches the dura inducing cytokine secretion (light blue/purple). By 

P21 brain growth has ceased and masticatory loads begin. The magenta box illustrates 

the cell/molecular mechanisms. 
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these events in large .Part is under the contra~ of the dura mater.as revealed by Opperman 
! 

et al. 77
•
93 and Winograd et al. 47 in key expetiments demonstrating fusion .in fully formed 

. . i . . 

sutures with the absence of dura. Additional :experiments reviewed by Opperman 78 

.f 
i 

revealed that the dura secretes a variety of ~ow.th and transcription factors that regulate 

cell activity within ~he overlying suture. The~e include TGF~~l, TGF-~2, TGF-~3, FGF-. 

2, BMP-4, BMP-7, FGF-9, MSXl, and MS42.(Figure 31). Because suture fusion occurs 

within certain sutures as a normal sequence in cranial vault growth, the ability of the dura . 

to secrete these factors is hypothesized to differ depending on vault location and 

. . ontogenetic. timing 52
• 

· TGF-~2, and. ~3 are especially important in regulating cranial suture 

morphogenesis by controlling rates of cell proliferation (TGF-~2) and ceil apoptosis 

(TGF-~3) 50
• Although mutations in TGF-~'~ have not been implicated in any human 

I 

craniosynostosis, their expression is reported to elevate in sutures prior to fusion 94
• 

. i . . 

! . 

Additionally, activating mutations in the FqF-FGFR pathway increase suture bone 
I . 

formation and fusion 29
• Controlling osteocl~sts in developing calvarial bone has also 

I • 

been implicated in premature suture fusion. Despite the claims by Burke et al. 95 that 

osteoclasts areonly found in diploic spaces .bf bone and Vastardis et al. 96 that osteoclasts 

. ! . 
are not involved i~ unilateral coron.al synros(osis, other evidence (incl~ding data from 

Specific Aim IT) disagrees. The osteopetrotic mouse ( op/op) lacks osteoclast cells ·due to · 

a macrophage colony stimulating factor deficiency. These mice demonstrate immature 

bony fusion of cranial sutures suggesting the important role osteoclasts play in: 

maintaining suture patency 45
•
97

• Interestingly, an interpretation ·was made by J(awata et · 

al. 97 that osteoclast deficiency. accompanied by decreased masticatory force associated. 
i 
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! 

with these animals may lead to craniosyn~st9sis. Not only does this implicate masticatory 

. ' 

loads in cranial suture biology, but it may parthtlly validate Burke et al. 's microspicule 

. hypothesis 95 that mechanical loads are necessary to fracture newly formed microspicules 

across the·suture (i.e. fracture osteogenesis).! 

Mechanisms of Mechanotransduction and Waveform Development 

Mechanotransduction refers to the events surrounding a tissue's physical 

deformation translating irito a biological response. In the sagittal-suture, these 

translational events begin with a tensional load that is applied across the suture 

environment. This tension may result from intracranial hydrostatic pressure du·e to the 

early growing brain. More likely, later tension-loads within the sagittal suture emanate 

from the cyclical contractile_ action of primary muscles of mastication. Temporalis 

muscles arise along the temporal line of the p~ired parietals (Figure 1, yellow element). 

This· muscle then travels down the lateral sutface to insert on the coronoid process of the 

mandible (Figure 1, purple element) .. Tempd>ralis muscle contraction brings the teeth into 

occlusion while the reaction force travels in the opposite direction towards the midline of 

the calvarium. Because bone is mineralized !and relatively inelastic, reaction forces are 

not absorbed _here. Therefore, tension is transduced to the elastic connective tissue 

ligament that is the cranial ·suture. 

Two dimensional finite element analysis predicts that suture waveforms 

. experience this tension-stress differently between opposing bone fronts 17
• The.concave, 

retreating fronts experience high shear stresses ( -r) when compared to convex, advancing 

bone fronts that experience tension ( cr = +; Figure 5). It is hypothesized that this 

establishes differential tissue responses on either side of the suture. Similar skeletal 
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I 

· · connective tissue systems such as the periodontal ligament are known to respond to 

i . . 

tension with bone formation and compression with bone resorption 98
• Therefore, it was 

predicted that higher shear stresses along .. concave suture lingulae induce cell wounding 

and death, ~he recruitment of osteoclasts, and resorption along this front. On the opposing 

bone front that is under tension, it was predic;ted that ·new bone formation occurs and that 

BFR would positively relate to increased loading. The iteration of these formation-

resorption-turnover events would reinforce the specific pattern of complexity formed 

early in life, except that the amplitude of the suture ~ould be expected to increase. 

Some of these predictions have be~n rejected by the data presented here. Figure 

22-23 froni Specific Aim II rejects the hypotheses that cell wounding is involved in 
' ' . 

directly recruiting osteoclasts v1a apoptosis. these cells likely represent a population of 

undifferentiated mesenchymal cells, which undergo wounding and bFGF release in order 

to maintain a proliferative source of cells to be .incorporated into the growing bone fronts 

along the suture-bone interface. Specific Ahn II rejects the predictions that apoptosis 

serves to identify lethally wounded.cells wh~chrecruit osteoclasts since apoptotic cells · 

were rare and did not appear to follow any specific pattern. 

The cellular and/or molecular mechanisms that regulate turnover within sutures 
. . I . 

' . . ! . 

are still unclear. The mechartosensing pathways in cranial sutures responsible for these 
. . . 

. ·.: . . . . . . . . . . . 

observations must operate .without requiring wounding, or apoptosis. Thus, it is proposed 

that the tensile strains along convex fronts may upregulate the osteoblasts' osteogenic 

activity, and downstream secretion of the pro-osteoclastic cytokine, RANK ligand as well 
. . . 

as inducing the expression ofBMP 2 and 4, TGF-~1, andiGF-1 99
-
103

. RANKL is 
1

. 

. . 

paracrine signal that binds to nearby RANK membrane proteins found embedded on the 



surface of pre-osteoclasts and osteoclasts .thus activating .th~rri. The RANK I RANKL . 

axis is a potent regulator of bone turnover as1 it directly couples new bone formation 

. (active osteoblasts) with bone resorption 87• 1~4- 106 •. 

Future Research 

94 

Analysis of other cranial sutures ma)r help clarify the roles of tension, sh~ar, and 

. compression loading regimes. All. the data P!esented in this study are concerned with the 

sagittal suture,. which is· a strong model for a tension-loaded .environment. Comparing 

other suture environments which· experience, significantly different loading regimes Will 

test assumptions of the suture growth model·presented here. For example, the squamosal 
·, 

suture on the lateral surface of the cranium rpay be a good model for a compression-
! . 

loaded environment. Evaluating how waveform complexity is generated in this suture 

may help clarify a better model for mechan~tran~duction in suture waveform. Also, the 

assumption that masticatory loads ·are cruci~l for patterning s·utures will also be tested by 

altering the material properties of diets. By treating mice with soft foods at the time of 

weaning, it is expected that suture growth w~ll be diminished. These data would provide 

additional support for- masticatory loads bei~g important. to. cranial suture patterning~ It . 
• I • 

I 

would'also be important to test the model p~oposed in Figure 31. If RANK I RANKL · 

coupling is necessary for suture wavefonrt pattern formation~ then disrupting this axis 

should decrease bone turnover. Treating mice with osteoprotegerin (RANK antagonist) 

will accomplish this objective. 

Significance: Clinical and Evolutionary . 

Henderson et ·al. 15 suggested is that bone growth along the cranial ·suture is a 
. . 

function of tensional loading upon the dura by the growing brain. Figure 4lays out this . 
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prediction that the-dura mater senses mechani~al strain resulting from brain growth . 

. Because the dura is not arranged with waveform shapes-dividing inelastic (mineralized) 

components~ the 2-D FEA predictions do not ~pply. Therefore, one must assume that 

strains on the dura must be transmitted equally without any site specificity. If the 

· mechanosensing apparatus of the suture is to ~e- found in the dura, as suggested by 

Henderson et al . . 15
, then paracrine signals -dir~cting bone formation should appear equal 

on either side of the suture margin. Thi~ appears to be the case with early ontogenetic 

suture growth. Opposing fronts rapidly accumulate bone to approximate each other. The 

early mechanosensing mechanism is likely to-be found in the dura mater. After the suture 

proper is established, site-specific bone formation ensues. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate 

that new-bone formation.occurs in a site-spec'ific· pattern along convex margins in mature 
. r 

· mice, confirming the predictions from Figure 4 that the htter mechanosensing mechanism 
. . . . I . . . . . 

is to be found within the :suture waveform. F~rthermore, if brain. growth were the most 

significant mechanical factor, orie would exppct to see suture complexity plateau as brain 

growth slowed. Table Vlland Figure 28 reje'cts this proposal. Suture complexity does not 

appear to be influenced by brain growth but does appear influenced by external 

mechanical loads. External mechanical loading of the skull occurs when muscles of the. 

craniofacial complex contract such as during mastication or when physical impact is 
I 

experienced by the cranium. Sun et al. 107 conclude that masticatory strain in pigs is a 

likely candidate for new borie formation along cranial sutures, and Jaslow -and Biewener 

108 suggest that sutures function as shock a~·sorbers in goats during impact loading (i.e. _ 

head butting)~. 
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These conclusions have clinical signif~cance because invasive surgery, mimicking 
I 

a fracture osteogenesis model, is the only treatment available for craniosynostotic 
. ! 

patients. The traditional dogma is· that hy~rostatic pressures within the skull need to· be 
I . 

dissipated by "releasing'' the fused.suture. Th~s author feels it is worthwhile to focus 
i 

attention on how in vivo loading by the masti9atory complex helps to maintain suture 

patency. Recruiting osteoclasts to a suture undergoing fusion, or to a recently fractured 

synostotic suture, is a logical goal. Factors that upregulate osteoclastogenesis, such as 

macrophage colony stimulating factors, could be delivered to discrete locations (concave 
. . 

margins) in order to sculpt out a pair of legitimate bo~e-suture margins~ Once a patent 

suture is established, additional exercise in th:e· form of masticatory loads may help 

maintain these growth fronts. If this alternative technique could maintain a viable suture . : . . 
' 

· ·until brain growth is complete ( <20 years), it; would be a highly effective means to treat 

craniosynostosis. 

Experimental and theoretical evidence suggest that the functional, mechanical 

loading environment, has a significant role -in determining the ~omplexity of cranial 

sutures via cellular events during osteogenesis and ·resorption. Our data from myostatin 

· knockout .mice support the prediction that in~reasing masticatory muscle mass (Table VI) 

and bite force (Figure 24) increase sagittal s~ture waveform complexity (Figure 25). 

Organismally, this.phenonienon may be explained as tissue adaptation to a particular 

mechanical loading regime achieved by differential bone growth at the suture. This idea 

is supported by the.fact that caiman species (genus Caiman, family Alligatoridae) 

exploiting hard foods have increased cranial sut~re complexity compared to closely 

related caiman species that do not process such foods7\Figure 32). This observation ha~ 
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c. crocodilus c. latiro.stris 

Suture 2 · 

. ' 
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C. yacarf 

Figure 32: A comparison between caimans with dietary strategies that differ with respect 

to material properties .. Facial suture 2 (pointed out on -the left) shows increased fractal 

dimension in C.latirostris. This is the same ~pecies that exploits .hard foods such as 

gastropods~ 
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also been made "in -neotropical primates. Within the genus Cebus, species exploiting tough 
' ! 

• , , I . 

fruits have increased sagittal suture complexity compared to closely related congenerics 
. I . 

that do -not feed on these foods 109(Figure 33).fin the case of caimans and Cebus primates, 

members with higher fractal dimension process tougher foods that consistently require 
I 

- I . ·... . 

more masticatory force. These comparative observations, irt addition to the experimental 

i . ' . 

data from mice provided in S .A. ·ill, support ~ functional relationship between 

mastic_atory muscle .strength and cranial sutur~ complexity. _ 
I 

Hypotheses relating suture complexit~ to increased bone formation at convex 

· lingulae and increased muscle mass have beeh supported by the data presented here. The 

fact that sagittal suture complexity, temporalis mass, and temporalis contractile force are 

associated leads this author to suggest that suture complexity reflects the degree of 

masticatory loading experienced by the suture environment. Sutures with increased 

complexity also show increased elasticity (Figure 29-30).- H)rpothetically, increasing 

tensile stress in the sagittal suture due to increased contractile forces of temporalis ·causes 

local connective tissue adaptations whereby the suture environment becomes mote 

compliant to resist higher loads. This may represent a ·secondary tissue response to 

dissipate tensile forces such that:-

Load Dissipation= f(Tensile Stress)+ g(Stress Relaxation) 

This relationship predicts that mechanical loads transmitted through parietal 

_ bones need to be dissipated in order to maintain-tissue and cellular homeostasis. As 

tensional stress increases, there is a concomitant increase in the ability of the suture to 

relax (i.e. displacement) so that the suture's ability for load dissipation can increase in· 

proportion to the functional demands-of such tissue._ It is acknowledged that the sutural 
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Figure 33: A comparison between Cebus primates with dietary strategies that differ with 

respect to material properties. The sagittal suture shows increased fracta l dimension in 

C. apella. This is the same species that exploits tough, obdurate foods. 
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loading environment is complex and that compressive and shear stresses may also occur 

within regions-of the suture in vivo 12
'
110

• However, given that tension is known to occur 

in sagittal sutures withcontraction oftemporalis 10
'
12

'
107

, it is believed thatthis represents 

the primary loading regime in the rodent model described in this paper here. 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

This investigation was designed to better understand cranial suture_biology by· 

testing specific predictions regarding muscle function and its influence on cranial suture 

form, histology, and cell biology. Specifically, it was revealed that bone formation within 
. . 

. the sagittal suture correlates with convex regions that experience tension. This helps 

establish a waveform pattern as the stresses experienced by the suture vary with respect 

to convex and concave surfaces. By increasing tensional loading across the sagittal 

suture, osteogenesis is increased. Suture cell proliferation is active early in life and slows 

with age, as suture waveform formation plateaus. This proliferation is induced by cell 

J 

wounding and growth factor efflux that occur when loads are transduced to the suture 

connective tissue. 

Regions of the suture ·waveform that are concave experience shear upon tension-

· loading. These regions showed disproportionately greater osteoclast activity. The 

mechanical environment· does regulate bone resorption within these concavities since the 

period of most intense osteoclast activity occurred immediately following weaning. The. 

molecular mechanisms· underpinning this process ·likely relate to osteoclast turnover 

coupling with osteoblasts via the RANK I RANKL axis rather than _shear induced cell 

wounding followed by apoptosis and osteoclast recruitment. These findings suggest that 

both osteogenesis and resorption are important in developing suture waveform and that 

they can be regulated by mechanical loading. Furthermore, data presented here suggest -

101 
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suture waveform is more likely a phenomenon of masticatory induced loading rather than 

brain growth. Clinically, these findings suggest that local application of osteoclastogenic 

factors (e.g.· M -CSF) to fusing sutures may serve. as a novel approach for treating 

craniosynostosis. 

The morphological implications for increased mechanical loading across the 

suture (occurring during ontogeny a"s well as in individuals with increased muscle mass) 

is that waveform complexity is heightened. Sutures with increased complexity 

demonstrate greater compliance during load-displacement testing. This is likely due to 

connective tissue remodeling in sutures experienCing increases in stress so that loads 

transmitted to the suture environment can be dissipated. The overall significance of this 

process is that suture waveform complexity can accommodate increases in mechanical 

loads emanating from the use of the masticatory apparatus. Thus, measurement of suture 

fractal dimension in extinct vertebrates may allow biologists to reconstruct feeding 

behaviors and better understand lifestyles of extinct species. 
j 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to test predicted form-function relation

ships between cranial suture complexity 'and masticatory musc~e mass and 
biomechanics in a mouse model. Specifically, to test the hypothesis that 
increased masticatory muscle mass increases sagittal suture complexity, we 
measured the fractal dimension (FD), temporalis mass, and temporalis bite 
force· in myostatin-deficient (GDF8_1_) mice .and wild-type CD-1 mice (all 
male, 6 months old). Myostatin is a negative regulator of muscle mass, and 
myostatin-deficient mice show a marked increase in muscle. mass compared 
to normal mice. We predicted that increased sagittal suture complexity 
would decrease suture stiffness. The data presentedJlere demo_nstrate that 
increased suture complexity (measured as FD) was observed in a hyper
muscular :q1ouse model (GDFs-'-) with-significantly increased temporalis 
muscle mass and bite forces. Hypermuscular mice were also found to pos
sess suture connective tissue that was less stiff (i.e., underwent more 

. displacement before failure occurred) when ioaded in tension. By decreasing 
stiffness; suture complexity apparently helps to dissipate mechanical loads 

·within the cranium that are related to chewing: These results suggest that 
cranial suture connective tissue locally adapts to functional demands of the 
biomechanical suture environment. As such, cranial sutures provide a novel 
model for studies in connective tissue mechanotransduction~ 
© 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.·. 

Key words: cranial sutures;· fractal dimension; niechanotrans· 
duction; GDFS; myostatin; mastication; bite force · 

Sutures are _ synarthrotic joints · that form between 
craniofacial skeletal·elements. In a comparison of crania] · 
bones with and without sutures, Jaslow'(1990) discovered. 
that while the presence of sutures decreases the strength · 
of cranial b9ne in a three-point bending model, it ·also 
increases the energy per unit volume absorbed following 
impact loading.' In addition, increased interdigitation of a 
suture increases its bending strength and toughness (Jas
low, 1990). Presumably, this relationship occurs because · 
sutural interdigitation increases the surface area (with an 

generated from impact (Jaslow and Biewener, 1995) and 
mastication (Herring, 1972; Herring and MucCi, 1991; Raf-

*Correspondence to: c·raig D. Byron, Department of Cellular 
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of Georgia, 1459 Laney Walker Blvd., Augusta, GA 30912-2000. 
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DOl 10.1002/ar.a.20055 · increased amount of extracellular matrix between bony 

elements). The interlocking nature of cranial bone edges 
has also been credited with dissipating mechanical loads 
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ferty and Herring, 1999). Rafferty and Herring (1999) 
observed increased interdigitation in sutures that experi
enced·compression, whereas sutures that underwent ten-· 
sion had a waveform pattern with less amplitude. While 
compression may result in increased interdigitation rela
tive to tension, it remains to be demonstrated how in
creases in compression or tension relate to sutural wave
form. 

Early studies on cranial suture biology related suture 
morphology to its mechanical environment (Moss, 1954, 
l957, 1961). These experiments showed that suture inter
digitation and beveling were affected by mechanical un
loading of the suture. Specifically, sutures transplanted 
into regions that did not experience mechanical loads al
tered suture morphology from beveled edges to butt edges. 
Also, subjecting parietals to compres.sive ligature (i.e., an 
abnormal mechanical environment) resulted in sagittal 
suture beveling in cross section (Moss, 1957). This sug
gests that beveling is a secondary response of bone, not an 
intrinsic characteristic of a· particular suture. Addition
ally, sagittal sutures were mechanically isolated by func
tional temporalis inuscle obliteration, with the result that 
interdigitation was lost (Moss, 1961). These experiments 
led to the conclusion that basic suture morphology is butt
ended, and that the functional matrix of the crani urn 
helps to shape the suture's interdigitating and/or beveled 
morphology (Moss and Young, 1960). Given the contin
gency for biological growth in cranial tissues, suture in
terdigitation arguably adds strength to a necessary but 
compromising structure. · · 

In the. current study, the mouse sagittal suture was 
used to investigate suture biomechanics. The sagittal (or 
interparietal) suture is easily accessible and is believed to 
be loaded primarily in tension, since the temporalis is the . 
only major masticatory muscle arising from the parietals, 
and its contraction generates tensile stresses alopg the 
sagittal suture (Behrents et al., 1978; Herring and Teng, 
2000). Previous investigations described a linear relation
ship between the bite force of the temporalis ·and ·electro-
myographic (EMG) activity (Van Eijden,' 1990; Van Eijden 
et al., 1990). In other words, bite force is proportional to 
the availability .and recruitment of masticatory muscles, 
such as the temporalis. W.e predicted that mechanical 

. loading from bite forces would relate to increases in su
tural bone growth. We also tested the hypotheses that·new 
bone formation would be increased in a hypermusclular 
mouse, and that these new . regions of bone formation 
would be site-specific. Site specificity for bone formation 
allows for the development and growth of a· complex line 
with interlocking lingtilae. · 

We also predicted that suture complexity would in-
. crease as the tensile stresses acting on the sagittal suture 
increased. This would reflect the ability of the suture 
·connective.tissue to respond and adapt to strain distribu-. 
tions affected by increased tensional loads. Additionally, 
we hypothesized that the stiffness ·of the ·sagittal suture 
would decrease to compensate for. increased loads. This 
may represent ·a mechanism whereby sutures are pro
tected from fracture due to increased mechanical loading. 
These predictions were tested in a myostatin-deficient 
mouse model. The effects of increased muscle mass on 
skeletru architecture (Hamrick et al., 2000, 2003; Ham
rick, 2003) were previously studied in this knockout 
roomie. In the present study, we used this model to study 
the effects· of increased muscle niass on cranial sutures .. 

Given that age is an important factor in cranial suture 
growth (Henderson et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2004), we used 
a combination of 4- and 6-month-old mice to assess 
growth-dependent aspects of suture biology. In the 
4-month-old animals we evaluated growth processes in 
the sagittal suture, while in the 6-month-old animals we 
assessed the resulting morphological and functional man
ifestations of the observed developmental differences. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Localization of Bone Formation in the Sagittal 
Suture 

We performed a bone-labeling experiment to localize 
bone-forming regions on the convex and concave parietal 
bone fronts, using an antibiotic that is incorporated into 
newly forming bone (Nakamura et al., 2000; Singh et al., 
2002; Starck and Chinsamy, 2002). It was expected that 
convex, advancing bone fronts would incorporate the an
tibiotic label, demonstrating that new bone formation oc
curs at these regions. It was also expected that concave, 
retreating fronts would not show label uptake, due to bone 
resorption at those locations. We gave 4-month-old mice 
intraperitoneal injections of tetracycline (Sigma-Aldrich 
Co.) (20 mg/kg; n = 9 per group). Five days later,·the mice 
were given a C02 overdose and thoracotomy according to 
A VMA-recommended procedures approved by the Institu
tional Review Board of the Medical College of Georgia. We 
chose 4-month-old animals for this ·experiment in order to 
appreciate differential growth within the sagittal suture 
between experimental groups. Undecalcified crania were· 
embedded . in methyl .methacrylate and ectocranially. 
viewed with a· Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser scanning 
microscope (Carl Zeiss,· Thornwood, NY) with a Meta Sys
tem equipped with a Coherent Mira 900 tunable Ti:Sap
phire laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) for multiphoton 
excitation. Multi photon microscopy allowed laser. excita
tion of tetracycline at its appropriate wavelength (390 
nm). Digital images of emission were acquired at 560 nm 
by means of a ·computer interface using LSM 5 Image 
Examiner software (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). Since 
this antibiotic is incorporated into newly formed bone, and 
fluoresces under the proper light, fluorescent regions in 
the images represent new bone formed over a 5-day inter-.· · 
val. 

Te:rilporalis Mass 
We employed a hypermuscular.mouse model (mice lack~ 

ing myostatin(GDF8)) to·explore the effects of increased 
muscle mass on sagittal suture complexity. Myostatin is a 
negative regulator of muscle growth, and mice lacking 
myostatin have significantly increased muscle· mass 
(McPherron and Lee, 1997; Lee and McPherron, 1999). 
Myostatin is expressed only in muscle, aild not in normal 
bone or other connective tissue (McPherron and Lee, 
1997). We compared 6-month-old male GDFs-/- mice on 
the CD-1 background with age- and sex-matched, wild
type CD-1 mice to observe the effects of increased muscle 
mass and masticatoiyforces on sagittal suture morphol
ogy and mechanics. We chose 6-month-old animals for 
these analyses . because mice at this age represent the 
end-point of skeletal growth and thus reflect differences in 
mechanical loading during development. We predicted 
that increases in temporalis mass would be accompanied 
by increases in sagittal suture complexity. All of the mice 
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were fed hard chow ad libitum. First, 6-month-old male 
GDF8_,_ and normal mice were ·given a C02 overdose, 
followed by a thoracotomy (n = 8 per group). The tempo
ralis muscles were dissected free and weighed to the near
est 0.001 g. The normal distribution of the temporalis 
mass was verified with the use of probability plots, and 
analyzed for statistical significa,nce by Student's t-test for 
comparing two independent sample means. 

Temporalis Bite Force 
According to previous investigations, there is a positive 

relationship between the temporalis bite force and elec
tromyographic (EMG) activity (Van Eijden, 1990; Van Ei-. 
jden et al., 1990). In GDF8-1- animals, we tested the 
hypothesis that maximum bite forces would increase with 
increased temporalis muscle mass. We anesthetized 
4-month-old mice from each genotype (n = 9 per group) 
with 3 mg ketamine and 0.4 mg xylaxine/25 g by intra
peritoneal injection, and subjected them to electrical field 
stimulation of the right temporalis muscle. We chose this 
age group in order to establish that differences in muscle 
mass and contractility are· observable during slteletal de
velopment. A Grass SD9 stimulator from Grass Instru
ments (Astro-Med) with platinum.electrodes was used to 
deliver a 12-Hz, 1-msec pulse with 10-sec duration stim
ulus at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and .18 volts. A 10-sec 
recovery period was allowed between each successive 
stimulation voltage to allow for muscle recovery. The 
12-Hz frequency was chosen for its ability to elicit a max
imal force response. Maximal force was measured with a 
subminiature load cell (catalog #AL322; Sensotec Honey
well, Columbus, OH) that was placed between the upper 
and lower incisors. This load cell interfaced with an am
plifying unit and computer data acquisition system (Poly
view; Astro-Med, Grass Instruments). We analyzed· differ
ences in bite forces between · genotypes for statistical 
significance using Student's t-test for comparing two in
dependent sample means. 

Suture Fractal Dimension (FD) 
Articulated parietal bones with intact sagittal sutures 

were dissected free from 6-month-old mice (n = 9 per 
group). We decided to use this skeletally mature age group 
to coin pare differences in suture morphology m;:mifested 
as a result of functional differences in developing crania. 
To image the sagittal suture's waveform, we performed a 
clearing and staining protocol. This technique uses potas-

. s!um hydroxide (3% .KOH) to digest,soft tissues, such ·as 
the periosteum, that overlie the bone. This step effectively 
clears the tissue, and the addition of alizarin red stains 
the bone (Wassersug, 1976). Next, the sagittal sutures of 
these specimens were captured by means of a Leica S6D 
stereomicroscope with Pixera digital camera (Vashaw Sci
entific, Inc., Norcross, GA) and Dell computer interface. 
Digital images of mouse· sagittal sutures were traced in 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0" with a single-pixel line (Ftg .. 3A) and 
measur~d by the ruler dimension method with Benoit 1.3 
FD analysis software (Trusoft International®). The FD is 
a measure of a shape's self-similarity .upon succ'essive 
magnification. It has proven to be a successful alternative 
to traditional Euclidian geometry for analyzing forms in 
nature (Mandlebrot, 1967, 1977;.Hartwig, 1991; Long and 
Long, ·1992; Cross, 1997; Monteiro and Lessa, 2000; Lyn
nerup and Jacobsen, 2003). 

In fractal analysis, one can quantify complex, planar. 
shapes by assigning them a unit-free measure that lies 
between one and two dimensions (1.0-2.0). With the ruler 
dimension method (also known as the structur~d walk), · 
one calculates the FD by using a ruler whose length varies 
according to a constant value (the coefficient of decrease) 
to measure the length of a jagged line. For complex ob
jects, overall length becomes longer as the ruler used to 
measure length becomes shorter. The ruler. dimension 
(i.e., Dr or FD) is taken as the slope of a line where the log 
ruler length is on the x-axis and the log N of rulers (overall 
line .length) is on the y-axis. Dr is a scaling value that 

· relates changes in ruler length to changes in overall shape . 
length . .The steeper.this slope is, the more complexity the 
shape demonstrates. We compared differences in FDs be
tween genotypes, and analyzed them for statistical signif-

. icance using Student's t-test for companng two indepen-
dent sample means. · · 

Mechanical Testing 
In vitro mechanical testing of sagittal·suture samples 

was .carried out in 6-month-old GDF8-1~ and wild.:type 
mice (n = 8 per group). We chose this age group ~n order 
to test predictions of differential mechanical properties in 
cranial sutures of mature animals. The animals were 

· killed according to the above-described protocol, and rect
angular coupons (2 mm X 10 mm) were removed from the 
anterior and posterior segments of each specimen's sagit
tal suture with the use of a high-s:geed dental handpiece 
turning a fine diamond bur. Each coupon retained a sec
tion of suture connective tissue with parietal bone on each 
side. The mechanical properties of the mouse sagittal su-. 
tures were tested by .means of a Vitrodyne V1000 Univer
sal Tester (John Chatillon and Sons, Greensboro, NC). 
First, the parietals were affixed to a split test jig by cya
noacrylate glue. Then the coupons were tensioilally pulled 
at a rate of10 JJ.mfsec until failure occurred. The resulting 
load-displacement curves for the two genotypes were an
alyzed with the use of Mann-Whitney's test for two inde
pendent groups. Distributio:p.-free statistical techniques 
were utilized because there was a lack of normality with 
the load-displacement parameters. · 

RESULTS 
Localization of Bone Formation in the Sagittal 
Suture 
·The· cranial sutures enable intramembranous bone to 

grow· peripherally. To ensure continued bone growth, the 
cranial sutures must remain patent with resident mesen
chymal cells in an undifferentiated and proliferative state 
(Opperman et al., 1995; Opperman, 2000; Ignelzi et al., 
2003; Warren et al., 2003). As cranial bone grows at the 
suture, pluripotent mesenchymal cells differentiate into a 
·more committed. cell type as they are recruited into the 
growing bone front. If opposing fronts were to actively 
form bone, the suture woul<j become obliterated, losing the 
stem cell population from which new bone is·formed. On 
the basis of these contingencies, we evaluated the hypoth
esis that suture growth proceeds by one growth front that . 
. forms new bone . while the opposite front remains less 
· active (Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows an ectocranial view of a 
mouse sagittal suture at 4 months of age. Newly formed 
(fluorescing) bone appears disproportionately along the 
convex lingulae (red. perimeter), which is the active 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of new bone formation in 4-month-old GDF8_,_ 
and CQ-1 controls. Comparisons between convex and concave lingulae 

. within each genotype were carried out with the use of Student's paired 
t-test. Double asterisks denote statistical significance at P < 0.01. 
Comparisons of bone formation between genotypes were carried out 
with Student's t-test for two independent groups. Single ast~risks de
note statistical significance at P < 0.05, which was achieved in the 
comparison of bone formation at convex fronts .. 

growth front. The opposite front incorporated little fluoro
chrome label (blue perimeter). A comparison of total new 
bone formation between genotypes and between lingulae · 
regions suggests that new bone formation is more preva
lent along convex suture fronts. Furthermore, a compari
son between genotypes suggests that GDF8_,_ mice with 
increased masticatory contractile forces shows increased 
bone formation along convex fronts over a 5-day interval 
when compared to wild-type controls {Fig. 1). 

Temporalis Mass, Bite Force, and Suture FD 
Using the myostatin-deficient mouse (GDF8-I-) model, 

we tested the hypothesis that increased muscle mass 
would be associated with increased bite forces. Because 
the knockout mouse shows significant systemic increases . 
in skeletal muscle mass (Lee and McPherron, 1999), we 
expected that the temporalis. and masseter should also 
show increases in the knockout mouse. Indeed, masseter · 
muscle mass showed a· 56% increase in · th~ knockout 
mouse (Student's t-test, P < 0.01), while temporalis mass 
increased by 61% (Student's t-test, P < 0.01; .Fig. 3B) in 
the 6-month-old mice. Data from bite force analysis fol
lowing electrical stimulation of temporalis demonstrated 
that myostatin-deficient animals had increased maximal 
forces (Fig. 4A). The knockout mice bit with forces that 
were on average 0.15.Newtons, or 33% greater than the 
wild-type mice, at 12 volts (P.< 0.05), 14 yolts (P < 0.01}; 
16 volts (P < 0.05), and 18 volts (P < 0.01) (Fig. 4A,B) at 
4 months of age. · 

The hY!Jerrriuscular mouse suture also showed a signif
icant increase in the FD of the sagittal suture (1.36 :±: 
0.099) compared to the wild-type mice (1.24 :±: 0.089; Stu
dent's t-test, P < 0.05; Fig. 3C). In other words; t4e FD 
analysis demonstrated a significantly increased sagittal 
suture complexity in .the mice with significantly increased 
temporalis muscle mass and bite forces. To further eval
uate suture complexity, we compared the relative lengths 
ofthe sagittal suture as calculated by Jaslow (1990). This. 
technique measures the path-:~ength of the suture an~ 

divides this value by the linear distance between points 
bregma and lambda (the beginning and end points of the 
sagittal suture). The resulting unit-free value describes 
the sagittal suture path-length in relation to totallength~
and supports the FD data (Fig. 3C). This lends support to 
the hypothesis that increased muscle mass increases su
tural waveform complexity. 

Suture Mechanics 
Load-displacement curves of sagittal sutures taken 

from 6-month-old wild-type and myostatin-deficient mice 
were.compared (n = 8 per group). We used 6-month old 
mice in this experiment in order to assess differences in 
biomechanical properties according to differential suture 
morphology in skeletally mature animals. We used .the 
myostatin-deficient mouse model to test the hypothesis · 
that increased sagittal suture complexity would yield su
tures with decreased stiffness. This hypothesis assumes· 
that increased suture complexity relates to increased mas
ticatory muscle forces. Therefore, observed mechanical 
differences should relate connective tissue adaptation to 
increased stresses in the mechanical loading environment. 

The GDFS-:-'- mice possess sutures that allow signifi-
. cantly more elongation before failure occurs (386 :±: ·138 

JJ.m) compared to normal mice (260 :±: 55 JJ.m;, Mann
Whitney, F < 0.01; Fig. 5A).· Additionally, the knockout 
mice also showed decreased stiffness in sagittal sutures 
(1.17 :±: 0.71 g/JJ.m) compared to wild-type individuals 
(1.55 :±: 0.62 g/JJ.m;, Mann-Whitney, P < 0.05; Fig. 5B). 
Figure 6 represents mean load-displacement profiles fit 
with power curves for knockout mice vs. wild-type mice. 
When considering these data, it is important to recognize 
that GDF8_,_ mouse sagittal sutures do not demonstrate. 
significantly increased breaking strength. Rather, the ob-. 
served difference in stiffness is the result of an increase in 
sutur~ ligament elongation at failure. This verifies the 
predicted connective tissQe adaptation to increased me-. 
chanicalloading~ · 

DISCUSSION 
Experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that 

·the mechanical loading environment plays a significant 
role in determining the complexity, or FD,_ of cranial su., 
tures. Our data from myostatin knockout mice support the 
prediction that increasing masticatory muscle mass and 
bite force would increase sagittal suture waveform com~ 
plexity. This phenomenon can be explained as tissue ad
aptation to a particular mechanical loading .regime that is 
achieved by differential bone growth at the suture. This 
idea is supported by the .fact that caiman species (genus· 
Caiman, family Alligatoridae) that exploit hard foods have 
more complex cranial sutures than closely related caiman . 
species· that . do not · process such foods (Monteiro and 
Lessa, 2000). We have also observed a similar pattern 
among neotropical primates: Cebus species that exploit 

. tough fruits have more complex sagittal·. sutures than 
closely related congenerics that do not feed on these foods 
(B)rron et al., 2004). In the case of caimans and Cebus 
primates, members with higher Fi>s process tougher foods · 
that consistently require more masticatory force. These 

· comparative observations, in addition to the experimental 
data from inice provided. in the present work, support the ·· 
notion that there is a functional relationship between 
·masticatory muscle strength and cranial suture complex
ity. 
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Fig. 2. An exemplary ectocranial view of a mouse sagittal suture labeled with tetracycline. The regions 
where new bone formed are labeled with green fluorescence. Notice the difference in total label between the 
convex and concave suriaces. 

Mechanistically, this phenomenon can be explained at 
the cellular level in relation to the strain distribution 
applied to a line with a waveform shape. Two-dimensional 
finite element analysis predicts that sinusoidal lines ex
perience differences in stress between opposing bone 
fronts (Yu et al., 2003). The retreating fronts experience 
higher shear stresses, while the advancing bone front 
experiences higher tensile stress. It is hypothesized that 
this establishes a differential tissue response on either 
side of the suture. Predictably, higher shear stresses along 
concave suture lingulae induce cell death, the recruitment 
of osteoclasts, and a further retreat of this front. On the 
other hand, we propose that growing fronts experience cell 

wounding, transient Ca2
' entry sufficient for osteogenic 

gene expression, and new bone formation. The iteration of 
these events would reinforce the specific pattern of com
plexity formed early in life, except that the amplitude of 
the suture would be expected to increase. 

The hypotheses relating increased suture complexity to 
increased bone formation at convex lingulae, increased 
muscle mass, and decreased stiffness are supported by the 
data presented here. The fact that sagittal suture com
plexity, temporalis mass, and temporalis contractile force 
are associated leads us to suggest that suture complexity 
in part reflects the degree of masticatory loading experi
enced by the suture environment. Therefore, differences 
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Fig. 3. A: Images depicting control and GDFs-t- sagittal suture phe
notypes, and their corresponding tracings. This figure illustrates the 
method used to measure the FD, and shows both the original image of · 
the sagittal suture and the tracing from which the FD was calc:ulated. 
Scale bar = 1 mm. B: Histograms depicting the mean masseter and 
temporal is mass for each genotype (6-month-old mice). Double aster:. 
isks denote statistical significance at P. < 0.01. C: Histograms depicting 
sagittal suture FD .and relative length (as calculated following Jaslow 
(1990)). Single asterisk denotes statistical significance at P < 0.05. 
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Fig. 4. A: Comparison of maximum bite force values between geno

types (4-month-old mice, n = 9 per group). Significance values were 
computed with Student's t-test for two independent groups. Single 
asterisks denote significance at P < 0.05. Double asterisks denote 
significance at P < 0.01. Error bars represent standard error. B: Com
prison of temporalis muscle indices between genotypes. (4-month-old 
mice). Double asterisks denote significance at P < 0.01. Body mass 
within the 4 month-old mouse comparison was significantly different 

· between. genotypes. Therefore, body mass was used as the denomina~ 
tor in a tempor~lism·ass to body mass ratio. Values represent normalized 
temporalis niass per unit body ma!:\S. 

the ectocranial surface of a mouse sagittal suture. The 
collagen fibers shown bridging the gap between each pa
rietal bone presumably affect mechanics. However, one 
hypothesis currently being tested is that the density of 

·. these fibers is ultima_tely a response to increases in muscle 
contractile force. Therefore, mechanical differences ob
served between varying suture complexity, which appear 
tci be simply. a result of suture waveform, may actually 

. in the extensibility and stiffness observed .betw~en sam- reveal a more proximate relationship to muscle contractile 
ples with varying sagittal suture complexities are inter- · force. . . 
preted to· be a consequence of increased tensional force . It js possible that .increasing tensile stress in the sagit
resulting from teniporalis contraction, and not simply be~ tal suture due to the increased contractile forces of the 
cause the suture is more interlocked.. temporalis causes local connective tissue to adapt so that 

One possible criticism ofthis interpretation is that there . the suture environment becomes more compliant, to resist 
are differences within the connective tissue environment · higher loads. This may represent a secondary tissue re

. between sutures of varying complexity that might relate . sponse to dissipate tensile forces, such that: 
to extensibility and stiffness rather than just muscle force. 
Figure 7 depicts a scannip.g electron micrograph taken of Load Dissipation = f(Tensile Stress) + g(Stress Relaxation) 
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Fig. 5. A: Histogram comparing displacement differences between 

each genotype. Note that the sutures of the hypermuscular mice allow 
significantly more stretch before failure occurs. Double asterisks denote 
statistical significance at P < 0.01. B: Displacement differences lead. to 
the observed differences in stiffness, since stiffness = load/displace
ment. Single asterisk denotes statistical significance at P < 0.05. For 
both A and B, standard deviations preclude the use of parametric 
statistical techniques. 

This relationship predicts that mechanical loads transmit
ted through the parietal bones will dissipate so that tissue. 
and cellular homeostasis can be maintained. As tensional 
stress increases, there is· a concomitant increase in the 
ability of the suture to relax (i.e., displacement) so that the 
suture's ability for load dissipation can increase in propor
tion to the functional demands of such tissue. It is ac
knowledged that the sutQralloading environment is com.:. 
plex, and that. compressive and shear stresses may also · 
occur within regions of the suture. in vivo (Herring and 
Teng, 2000; Rafferty et al., 2003) .. However, ·given that 
tension is known to occur in sagittal sutures with contrac-· 
tion of the temporalis (Behrents et al., 1978; Herring and 
Teng, 2000; Sun et al., 2004), we believe that this repre
sents the primary loading regime in the rodent model 
described in this work. 

·Previous studies of suture complexity reported that 
compressive forces are .associated with increased sutural 
interdigitation relative to tensile forces (Rafferty and Her
ring, 1999). We do not attempt to refute those findings. In 
this study we considered only tensional forces that act on 
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Fig. 6. Mean load-displacement profiles for each genotype fit with 
power curves. Note that the slopes of the least-square lines differ, and 
the power curve of the GDF8_,_ mice extends further along the x-axis 
(displacement). · 

suture interdigitation, and did not perform a compari.son 
with sutures . that experience compression. However, a 
novel finding of the present study is that increased me
chanical loading in tension induces a growth response in 
suture . tissue that ultimately increases interdigitation. 
Given these results, it would be interesting to investigate · 
whether an .increase in the compressive forces in 'other 
cranial sutures would induce increased interdigitation, 
and whether the amplitude would also increase relative to 
the increases observed in the sagittal suture~ · 

Overall, it appears that sutures play an important role 
in dissipating external and internal mechanical loads 
placed on the skull. Internally, the enlargement of the 
braincase places tensional loads along .sutures that niay · 
modulate growth early in. life, when cranial vault bones 
are thin. Henderson et al. (2004) calculate that porcine 
and murine sutural strain decreases with age, and that 
this relates to decreases in sutural bone deposition rates. 
This raises the question of whether strains experienced by 
mature ~utures ih ,Vivo influence the biology of osteoblasts. 
While internal strains delivered to the suture as a result 
of brain growth may be insufficient to. induce suture 
growth in mature individuals, external strains are poten-. 
tial mediators of ·suture ·mechanobiology .. External me
chanical loading of the skull occurs when muscles of the 
craniofacial complex contract, such :as during mastication 
or when the cranium receives a physical impact. In a pig 
study, Sun et al. (2004) concluded th~t masticatory strain 
is a likely candidate for new bone formatidn along cranial 
sutures~ Jaslow ahd Biewener (1995) suggested that in 
goats, sutures function as shock absorbers during impact 
loading (i.e., head-butting). · · 

Alternatively, GDF8 deficiency may directly affect su
ture connective tissue biochemistry. Analyses of mice de
ficient ih GDF5 have revealed that the tendons are struc
turally weakened, more compliant, and show a decrease in 
large-diameter collagen fibers (Clark et al., 2001; Mikic et 
al., 2001, 2002; Chhabra et al., 2003). It is known that the 
GDF8 (myostatin) receptor is the Activin type liB (ActR
IIB) receptor (Rebbapragada et aL, 2003); however, this · 
receptor has not yet· been identified in ligaments or ten
dons. The GDF5 receptor ·is the BMP receptor type IB · 
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Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrograph depicting the sagittal suture of 
a mouse from the ectocranial perspective. Bundles of collagen fibers are 
clearly visible bridging the gap between parietal bones. The average 
sag1ttal suture width between bone fronts for each genenotype was 

(BMPR-IB) (Nishitoh et al., 1996; Yi et al., 2000). GDF5 is 
known to convey signals by inducing the formation of a 
heteromeric complex consisting of three BMP receptors, 
including the myostatin and the GDF5 receptors (Nishitoh 
eta!., 1996).1t is possible that in myostatin-deficient mice, 
the ActR-IIB receptor misfunctions by overinteracting 
with the GDF5 signalling pathway. Additionally, it is pos
sible that the ActR-IIB receptor is present within connec
tive tissue, such as ligaments and tendons, but has not yet 
been identified. 

Data from 4-month-old mice indicate that as the mus
culoskeleton approaches maturity, muscle mass, con
tractile forces, and new sutural bone formation are pos
itively related. Growth labeling data support a model 
for suture osteogenesis whereby local growth occurs 
within convex osteogenic fronts at the sagittal suture, 
and is increased in individuals with larger muscle con
tractile forces. We conclude that this functional rela
tionship is a primary contributor to the resulting cra
nial suture morphology and mechanics in mature 
6-month-old mice. An FD analysis of the suture wave
form in a 6-month-old mouse model suggests that in
creased loads due to increased masticatory muscle mass 
relate to increases in sagittal suture complexity, or in-

approximately 75 ~m. The image indicates that collagen fibers extend 
beyond the suture gap as they are incorporated into the parietal bone 
matrix. 

terdigitation. Our results also suggest that increasing 
sutural complexity is associated with decreases in su
ture stiffness in 6-month-old mice. These res ults corrob
orate the hypotheses that cranial suture connective tis
sue adapts to specific mechanical loading environments, 
and the suture waveform functions to dissipate mechan
ical loads. Finally, by combining these results with 
those of future investigations, we hope to elucidate the 
basic mechanisms underlying intra- and interspecific 
variation in cranial suture morphology. 
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Abstract: 

Myostatin (GDF8) and dystrophin are critical molecules for muscle organization. 

Myostatin is involved in regulating muscle growth and development whereas dystrophin is part 

of the DGC (Dystrophin-Glycoprotein Complex), which anchors the cytoskeleton to the 

sarcolemma. We examined temporalis muscle morphology and function in myostatin deficient 

and dystrophiri deficient (Mdx) mice in order to determine how myostatin and dystrophin affect. 

the physiology of mastication. Bite forces from 4 month.,.old myostatin-1·, Dystophin deficient .· 

(Mdx), and normal control mice were measured by load cell and field stimulationofthe 

teinpo:ralis muscle, Tissue sections were stained with hemotoxylin & eosin and the periodic acid 

Schiffreacti~n to assess morphology and fiber type differences. A positive relationship·between 

bite force. and muscle mass for both genetic models wa.s observed. Both Mstn·l- and Mqx mi~e . 

*Corresponding Author: Craig D. Byron, Fax# (706) 721-6120, e-mail: cbvrongs(cV,students.mcg.edu 



Temporalis muscle structure and function 

showed significant elevation in bite force and muscle mass. Histological examination revealed 

greater muscle fiber cross-sectional area variability in Mdx mice (ANOVA f = 5.6, P<O.Ol). 

Surprisingly, the Mstn_1
_ mice demonstrated a disproportionate increase in bite force at higher 

stimulation frequencies with comparison of regression lines for force-frequency data (ANOVA, 

F = 3A6, P<0.07). Muscle fiber typing using a PAS staining technique revealed significantly 

more type II glycolytic muscle fibers in the Mstn-1
- mice. ·our results suggest that 

histopathologies associated with Mdx mice did not diminish gross temporalis structure or 

function, while the force- frequency changes associated with Mstn-/- mice were reflected in an 

elevation of type II fibers. 

Keywords: skeletal muscle, mastication, GDF8, dystrophiil, temporalis 

Running Title: Temporalis muscle structure and function· 
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Introduction · 

It is well documented that muscle structure relates to physiological function. This 

principle of organization can be extended to inClude such·morphophysiological features as 

muscle fiber content (1), since it is known that p~rformance of voluntary skeletal muscle relates 

to the structure of individual muscle fibers (2). In addition to traditional geometric measures such. 

as muscle mass, fiber length, pennation angle, sarcomere length; and cr6ss-sectional area (3, 4) 

the function of these myofibers is 'also regulated by its composition of myosin heavy chain 

(MHC) proteins. Ten MHC isoforms have been identified in mammals and they can be found 

individually or with otherisoforms in either of two general myofiber types (5, 6). These two 

fiber types are traditionally viewed as having differing functional properties. Type I fibers are the 

"slow twitch" or endurance muscle fibers characterized by a large aerobic capacity and an 

abundance of mitochondria. Type II fibers are the "fast twitch" or glycolytic fibers that rely on 

glycogen-tactic acid ·energy systems (7). Due to these differences, individual muscles can attain 

specific functional properties (slow, habitual contraction VS. rapid, intermittent contraction) 

resulting from varied fiber type composition. 

Further differences between ·fiber types are also reflected in their responses to the 

frequency of electrical stimulation. While Harridge et al. found no relationship between myosin · · 

molecules and whole muscle contractile characteristics (8), fiber type (comprised of myosin 

isoforms) within a muscle is a major contributor to whole muscle contractile properties.(2). 
. . . . .. 

Other studies investigating fiber type composition have shown age-related variability in fiber . 

proportion with a trend towards overall reduction of type II fibers with increased age (8-1 0). The · 

contractile characteristics of these muscles also changed with age, reinforcing the notion that · 

muscle function relates to its fiber composition and histological structure (9). 
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In this study we predicted that individuals with increased temporalis muscle mass will 

exhibit increased bite forces and that contraCtile properties of the temporalis muscle will vary 

according to fiber type proportions. To test these predictions two mouse models were used that 

have had genes alt~red that play significant roles in muscle development and structural integrity. 

The frrst of the two mouse mutants is a myostatin deficient mouse. Myostatin (Mstn) is· expressed 

in the myotome compartment of developing so mites. as well as mature skeletal muscle and is a 

potent negative regulator of muscle mass (11). Loss ofmyostatin function results in a dramatic 2-

. 3 fold increase in skeletal muscle. mass (11-13). It has also been shown that myostatin mRNA 

expression significantly negatively correlates with the percentage ofMHC IIb isoforin (fast 

twitch) in myofibers (14). Because myostatin expression is more prevalent in type II fibers and 

acts to inhibit myocyte proliferation, it is predicted that Mstn_1
_ mice will· show increases in type 

II fibers. It is also predicted that the Mstn_1
_ group will demonstrate increased bite forces relative 

to CD-1 controlsdue to the muscle hyperplasia in the knockout-animal. This increase in bite 

force is predicted to be greater at higher frequencies of electrical stimulation due to the force 

frequency properties of muscle composed of fast twitch myofibers. 

The second mouse mutant examined is the dystrophin deficient (Mdx) mouse. The Mdx 

mouse has been used as a model for Duchenne muscular dystrophy since dystrophin plays a 

pivotal role in muscle cell membrane integrity(15, 16). This protein is·a component of the 

dystrophin-glycoprotein complex that links the cytoskeleton of a myofiber to the sarcolemma 
. . . . 

and protects against' contraction induced damage ( 17): Mdx mice show reduced strength and 
. . . 

increased fatigue during the first 10 week.s of life ( 18) presumably because individual myofibers 

. are easily and repeatedly wounded during in vivo muscle function arid Mdx masseter has been 

suggestedto have a lower regenerative potential (19). It was thus predicted that Mdx mice would 
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demonstrate decreased bite forces. when compared to relevant control animals. Furthermore, 

because the gene deficiency in Mdx mice presumably does not influence fiber type proportions, 

type I and type II fibers are predicted to be equally represented. 

5 
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Materials and Methods 

Animal Models 

The experimental design allows for two paired comparisons. In this study each knockout 

mouse is compared to· its strain-matched control rather than knockouts being compared to each 

other. The reason for this is that Mstn_1
_ mice are bred on the CD-:-1 mouse ·strain background 

while Mdx mice have a C57BL mouse strain background. Both knockout strains were four 

months old and compared with their age and strain-matched controls. Mstn_1
_ mice (n=10) were 

raised in the animal care facility available at the Medical College of Georgia while CD-1 

6 

controls (n= 11) were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). Mdx and 

C57BL mice (N=12) were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All mice 

were anesthetized with 3 mg ketamine and 0.4 mg xylaxine/ 25 grams by intraperitoneal 

injection adhering to the recommendations ofMCG's Animal Use and Cate Committee, protocol· 

# 03-08-315. Body and muscle masses were collected after euthanasia and differences between 

groups were tested using Student's t-test for differences between independent sample means . 

. Bite Force 

According to previous investigations, a positive. relationship between temporalis bite 

force and electromyographic (EMG) activity exists (20, 21}. Hypotheses were tested that in 

Mstn_1
_ animals maximum bite forces~would increase with increased temponilis muscle mass 

while in Mdx animals these forces would decrease r~lative to controls due to the muscle 

pathology. A Grass SD9 stimulator (Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick;· RI) With platinum 

electrodes was used to deliver field stimulations to the right temporalis muscle. A ·1 msec square 

· wave pulse of 10 second duration over the 0-18 voltage range arid frequency variation of 2- 20 

Hz was used. A ten secon.d recovery period was used between each successive stimulation 
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voltage to allow for muscle recovery. Integral force, in Newtons, was measured using a 

subminiature load cell (Sensotec Honeyv.rell, cat#·AL322, Columbus, Ohio) that was placed 

between upper and lower incisors. This load cell interfaced with an amplifying unit and 

computer data acquisition system (Polyview, Astro.;,Med, West Warwick, Rl). Differences in 

7 

bite forces between genotypes were analyzed for statistical significance using Student's t-test for 

comparing two independent sample means. Differences among slopes of force frequency data (at 

6, 12, and 20Hz with a 16 volt stimulation) were evaluated by comparing regression lines for 

each knock out animal with their corresponding control. This voltage was selected due to its 

ability to produce maximal bite forces in study subjects. 

Histochemistry 

. Temporalis muscles were dissected and weighed to the nearestO.OOl g. Tissues were then 

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and processed for paraffm embedding .. Thin sections ( 4 J.Lm) were 

rehydrated and stained with either ·hematoxylin and eosin or the periodic acid-schiff (PAS) 

staining system (Sigma Diagnostics, cat.# 395-1). This histochemical technique identifies 

. glycol-containing cellular componen~s and may be used as a marker for type II myofibers. 
' ' . . 

Histoiogical techniques produce estimates of fiber content that are highly correlated \Vith protein · 

assays such as gel electrophoresis (22). Myofiber type was determined between type I and type II 

fibers. Slides were analyzed using a Leica DMLS compound light ·microscope and Q-Imaging 

Micropublisher digital. camera with a Dell computer interface. Fiber typing was accomplished by 

co tinting representative fibers stained a dark pink from the PAS reaction per mni of temporalis 

tissue. Fiber type counts were compared using a two-way Model Ill ANOV A design. Statistical. 

interaction between factors was assessed by comparing mean fiber type count and 95% Tukey . . · 

. HSD .intervals for each genotype. Non-normality associated with frequency counts was handled 
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by using a robust procedure for the multiple-comparison problem, the Tukey test (23). Average 

myofiber cross-sectional area was compared between each knockout and control animal using 

Student's t-test for independent means as well as Wilcoxen's W-test for nonparametric data. 

Variability in fiber cross-sectional area was pair-wise compared between knockout mice and 

their relevant controls using Wilcoxen's W test for nonparametric data on the CV variable. 

8 
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Results 

Phenotype comparisons between each experimental model with its control revealed the 

gross effects of the specific gene deficiency. Table 1 compares body mass, temporalis mass as a 

percent of body mass, and temporalis cross-sectional area. Each experimental group significantly 

outweighs their strain-matched control by 15% in the Mdx mouse (P<0.01) and 5% in the Mstn_1
_ 

mouse (P<0.05). Because body mass differs between animals, relative terilporalis mass was 

compared. This value was calculated by dividing temporalis mass by overall body mass resulting 

in a unit free measure that enabled muscle mass comparison after adjusting for overall body size 

differences. Both experimental groups showed an increase in relative temporalis mass when 

compared to their controls. Mdx mic·e showed a nonsignificant 21.%. increase over controls · 

(P<O .11) while· Mstn -I- mice showed 32% more relative temporalis mass than controls. (P<O. 01 ) .. 

. By using an estimation for temporalis cross-.sectional area one may compare this value among· · 

animal models. This estimation was calculated using individual temporalis ·muscle mass and . . . . 

muscle length as ·well· as a constant value for tissue densit~ (L055 mg/mm3
). Both experimental 

. . . 

groups showed a significant increase in temporalis cross-sectional area when compared to their 

controls. Mdx mice showed a 36% greater cross sectional area than controls (P<0.01)while Mstn-

I- mice showed a 43% increase over controls (P<0.01). 
. . 

Table 2, Figure 1 shows the comparison of histological features among models. Figure 1 

(A and B) show phenotypic differences 9etween MDX and·control temporalis muscle using an H · 

& E stain. The MDX muscle (Fig. 1A) revealed a distinctive histology,- centrally-placed nuclei, 

deteriorating myofibers, and excessive epimysium. Average fiber area was calculated as the 

mean fiber area value from· a sample of ten fibers per individual and compared between 

genotypes (Table 2). Mdx mice showed 33% larger fibers than controls on average but this 
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difference was not significant at the 95% confidence interval (P = 0.13). The Mstn_1
_ mouse 

showed 40% smaller fibers on average than controls but this difference was not significant at the 

95% confidence interval (P = 0.17). To better understand the effect gene deficiency had on fiber 

sizes, coefficients of variation were compared. between genotypes. ·cv was calculated by using 

the standard deviation of the sample often fibers measured per individual and dividing by the 

. mean of that sample. This quotient is multiplied by 100 thus CV can be considered standard 

deviation as a percent of the mean for each individual (24). A larger value for CV represents 

greater size diversity among ten fibers measured per individual. CV shows a significant 72% 
. . 

. increase in fiber size·variability within the Mdx animal(P<0.05) while Mstn_1
_ mice showed no 

significant differ.ences in CV when compared to controls (P=0.53). The difference observed 

between the Mdx animal and control directly relates to the genetic deficiency for dystrophin and 

will be discussed below. 

In order to assess muscle perfoi:mance differences, a limited force-frequency response 

was collected using electrical stimulation combined with a load cell placed between upper and 

_lower incisors. A series of voltages were used each with an increasing set of frequencies as 

described in the Materials and Methods section. Maximal bite force~ at all voltages were · 

observed during 20Hz· of electrical stimulation. The force-frequency_profiles were conducted af 

16 volts, which provided-a near maximal bite force. Thus, force-frequency data at 16 volts was 

collected while varying frequency of stimulation at 6, 12, and 20Hz and pairwise compared 

between experimental and control-animals (Figure 2). Fig. 2A compares Mstn_1
_ and Mstn +!+ 

control animals and confrrmed the hypothesis that deficiency in myostatin increased muscle mass . 

thereby increasing bite force. This increase was more pronounced at higper frequencies of 

stimulation suggesting fiber content differences (to be discussed below). At 20Hz, the Mstn_1
_ 
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bite generated 66% higher forces than Mstn +I+ controls (P<0.05). Additionally, regression slopes 

for each genotype show a significant difference (F=3.46, nondirectional P<0.07, unidirectional 

P<0.05) when testing the unidirectional hypothesis that Mstn_1
_ mice have a steeper slope (i.e. are 

more responsive to higher stimulation frequencies due to fiber content differences). Fig. 2B 

. compares Mdx and Mdx control mice and rejected the hypothesis that mice lacking dystrophin 

have weaker bite forces. I~ fact, at all stimulation frequencies, Mdx mice generated more force 

than control animals (P<0.05). This was unexpected considering that Mdx mice have muscle 

fibers that are described as structurally compromised (17). Regression slope·s between Mdx and 

Mdx controls showed no significant differences suggesting that no fiber content differences 

existed between genotypes. 

PAS staining with histological sections oftemporalis muscle exhibited fiber content 

differences between.Mstn +!+control and Mstn_1
_ animals and did not demonstrate any fiber type 

differences betWeen Mdx and Mdx control animals. Figure 3 shows the proportion of type I 

muscle fibers in Mstn +I+ control (A) and Mstn_1
_ (B) mice. Using a two-way Model III ANOV A 

(mixed-model) fiber type ·counts were compared (C) and it was revealed that type 1I fibers 

differed amorig genotypes with a significant increase seen in Mstn_1
_ temporal~s (F=9.69, P<0.05). 

The interaction between statistical factors (D) implies that type II muscle fiber content was 

dependent on myostatin expression. These data are congruent with Figure 2A which 

demonstrated·differ~nces iri force.:. frequency slopes between the saine animal models. · 

· Differences in proportion of fiber types among Mdx and Mdx controls were not evident (data not 

shown).which is congruent with the fmdings in Figure 2B. This will be discussed below. 
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Discussion 

Muscle function is an: important consideration when interpreting many aspects of 

organismal structure." The influence contractile· forces have on. the skeleton are often direct and 

immediate. In a previous publication we have shown that increased masticatory function in the 

Mstn_1
_ mouse relatedto bone adaptation inthe calvarial s~tures within the cranial vault (25). Our 

· current fmdings indicated this increase in temporalis bite force among Mstn -I- mice was 

accompanied by changes in fiber content. In a recent paper, Martyn et al. (26) report that cattle 

with an inactivating myostatin mutation demonstrate many of the same characteristics reported 

on here in Mstn_1
_ mice. Namely, these double muscled (DM) cows show limb muscles with 

smaller fiber cross-sectional areas at later gestational stages as well as a higher percentage of . 
. . . 

type II fibers at all gestational. stages examined when being compared to normal muscled (NM) 

cows. These data are congruent with a report by Carlson et al. (14) looking at hindlimb. 

musculature and our fmdings presented here that Mstn_1
_ temporalis muscle has· a higher · 

. . 

· proportion of type II fibers (Fig. 3) and smaller fiber cross-sectional area (Figure 1, Table 2). It is . . 

likely that these two pieces of data are related due to the fact that type II fibers are on average 

known to be smaller in cross-section than type I fibers .in masticatory muscles (27). 

Anapol and-Herring (1) show that myofibers·experience a transition from predominantly 

. slow twitch to fast twitch fibers ontogenetically in the masseter muscles of miniature pigs. The 

predominance of fast twitch fibers in the superficial and posterior r~gions -of the masseter in adult· 

animals corresponds· to their EMG recruitment when chewing foods with tough, obdurate· 

material properties. These results suggest that animals weaned from suckling to a hard-chow diet 

undergo myofiber transition (gaining more fast twitch fibers) to compensate for changes in· 

. feeding behavior; Combined with those data presented above, it is suggested that the physiology 
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of chewing muscles can be regulated by genes such as GDF8, which apparently yi~ld muscles 

with increased fast twitch capabilities. Organismally, animals with a·similar phenotype could 
. . 

potentially handle foods that are more difficult to masticate at an earlier age thus providing novel 

and competitive dietary strategies. 

The results for the Mdx comparison presented above were unexpected. We hypothesized 

that mice deficient in an important membrane structural protein such as dystrophin would show 

weaker bite forces similar to the results reported by Connolly eta!. (18). Our results (Fig. 2) 

showed that the Mdx mouse at four months of age generated significantly larger forces at several 

frequencies of stimulation when compared to controls. There are several pieces ofdata that may 

explain this· discrepancy I difference. Table 1 .compares muscle mass for each group: One can see 

that on average the mouse lacking dystrophin showed significantly greater temporalis muscle 

mass. Straub et al. (17) have shown that mice lacking dystrophin experience a higher frequency 

of sarcolemmal tears resulting. from mechanical strain. It is likely that cytosolic growth factors · 

such as FGF-2 are released upon membrane disruption (28-30) and that these factors when 

released into the surrounding matrix of muscle tissue induce ·a growth response. The Mdx mouse. 

may produce larger bite forces simply by virtue·ofpossessing more muscle mass and only at later 

. ages will one observe the degeneration of the masticatory muscles resulting from the repeated 

and accumulated wounding of myo fibers. This interpretation is supported by·Table 3, which used· 

the estimation of temporalis cr<?ss-sectional area for each individual (data reported in Table 1) to 

calculate bite force per unit area of temporalis muscle (N/mm2
). ·This value was calculated using 

the bite forces reported in Figure 2 at 6, 12, and 20Hz stimulation frequencies. The summary 

statistics for both Mdx and Mstn comparisons reveal that significant differences in bite force· no 

.· longer exist when normalized for temporalis area .. · 
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Another line of evidence adds to the interpretation that the masticatory muscles may 

respond to lack of dystrophin differently than limb muscles. Muller et a!. (31) determine that the 

Mdx masseter muscle shows significantly less deterioration than observed in either the 

gastrocnemius (a lower limb muscle) .or the diaphragm. Histological analysis of Mdx masseter by 

Abe eta!. (32) shows' a qefensive mechanism whereby newly generated myofibers surround· 

. patches of degenerating cells. In their interpretation, this could maintain normal muscle function 

despite a· dystrophic phenotype. Ifmasticatory muscles within the ·Mdx model include a 
. . . 

mechanism for maintaining normal function and the muscle grows larger as a result of cell 

wounding, it seems logical that the overall masticatory muscle should. be larger and stronger. 

In human patients with muscular dystrophy it is shown that mastication is compromised. 
. . 

EMG activity recorded from masseter and temporalis muscles showed a significant decline in· 

. . 

dystrophic patients during chewing and clenching but not. during rest (33). In this study, 

muscular dystrophy is shown to reduce masticatory function. Interestingly, in a separate study 

different'wasting patterns were observed between various muscles involved in mastication. 

Bakke eta!. (34) describe· pronounced deterioration in the masseter muscle while fmding limited· 

pathology in the digastric. This corresponds to their functional data ·showing that mandibular 

elevator function was significantly reduced while depressor function was not. These data suggest 

that dystrophic .masticatory muscles may vary greatly in their pathological phenotype. 

It is emphasized that only Mstn_1
_ compared to Mstn +!+ controi mice showed differences 

in muscle fiber content and that this was accompanied by differences between force- frequency 

curves. Specifically, mice with more type II (fast twitch) muscle fibers responded 

disproportionately with greater force generation with higher frequencies of electriCal stimulation. 

This observation is .consistent with other studies. Harridge et a!. (2) shows that type II fibers . 
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dominate the triceps brachii muscle ( 67% of all fibers) while type I fibers were 'more prevalent in 

the soleus muscle (70% of all fibers). The. performance ofthese muscles is measured using a 

torque ratio comparing Newton meters (Nm) generated at 20Hz electrical stimulation to Nm 

generated at 50 Hz· electrical stimulation (20Hz I 50 Hz). The soleus muscle exhibits a 

significantly greater torque ratio than the triceps brachii muscle. This increase relates to the 

higher contractile forces generated at 20 Hz relative to 50 Hz when compared to triceps brachii 

and likely involves an increase in type I fibers in the soleus~ In other words, muscles with more 

type II fibers display increased forces at higher frequency electrical stimulation. These data 

presented here are congruent with earlier observations.· 

These dc:J.ta comprise an attempt to integrate the study of structure and function in the . 

· vertebrate masticatory apparatus. Furthermore, these data represent a novel approach to 

understanding feeding kinematics in two common mouse models, one of which is routinely used 

to model a human disease (Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy) .. Finally, using .two separate genetic 

models illustrates the functional plasticity of the temporalis musculatUre and elucidates how 

normal'function can be maintained despite a compromised histological structure. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Micrographs ofl-i & E stain~d MDx-t- temporalis muscle sections (A) and MDX+/+· 

controls (B) cut 4 J.lm thick. Images were photographed at 200x magnification. The image on the 
. . . 

left demonstrates the histological phenotype associated with dystrophin deficiency. Table 2 

corresponds to measurements taken from images such as these.· 

Figure 2. 16 volt Force-frequency regression slopes of each genotype are paiiwise-compared 

· between the experimental animai and its strain-matched control. A) Mstn_1
_ mice compared to· 

Mstn +!+controls. Note that Mstn_1
_ mice bite with significantly stronger forces·at 20Hz (P<0.05). 

Also, note that the regression slopes are significantly different when using a directional test of 

hypothesis (P<0.05). Mstn~1- mice .(denoted with the asterisk and dashed line) are more 

r~sponsive to higher frequency .stimulation suggesting. muscle fiber content differences between 

models. B) Mdx mice compared to Mdx controls~· Note that the Mdx mice (denoted using an 

· asterisk) bite with stronger forces at all stimulation frequencies (P<0.05) suggesting no fiber· 

content differences betweea models. 

Figure 3.: Muscle content compared between Mstn-1-(A) and Mstn +I+ (B) control mice· .. ·Note thi;tt . 

the knockout model has significantly less type .I myofibers. Images were photographed at 1 OOx 

magnification; Using a two-way mixed model ANOV A design (C), type II fibers were more 

represented in the Mstn_1
_ ~odel (P<0.05). The interaction between factors (D) nnplies fiber 

content has some dependency on myostatin deficiency. 
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Table Captions: 

·Table 1: Descriptive statistics and Student's T-test probabilities comparing each genotype with 

its strain-matched control for variables: body mass, relative temporalis mass, and estimated 

temporalis cross-sectional area. 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics and non-parametric Wilcoxen probabilities comparing each 

genotype with its strain-matched control for variables: mean fiber area and fiber variability. 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics and P-values comparing each genot)rpe with its strain-matched 

control for the variable Relative Bite Force (N(mm2
) at 6, 12, and 20Hz stimulation frequencies. 
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Table 1 

Genotype .N= Body Mass (grams) 
Temp. Mass as % Body Est. Temp. Area 

mass (mm2
) 

Mdx 
6 

23.54 ± 0.123 ± 3.22.± 
Control 0.9 

t=5.15 t=3.32 
0.027 t=l.77 0.74 

27;02 ± 
P<O.Ol** 

0.149"± 
P<O.Ol** 

Mdx 6 
P=0.11 4.37± 

1.39 0.023 0.4 
Mstn 

11 
37.73 ± 0.126 ± 4.93± 

Control· 1.85 t=2.02 . 0.016 t=4.69 
·0.47 

. t=4.-84 

. 39.74 ± P=0.057 0.166 ± 
P<O.Ol** 

7.06± 
P<O.Ol** 

Mstn -/- 10 
2.67 0.023 "1.38 
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Table 2 

Genotype I N~ I Mean Fiber Area (pm2
) I Fiber Variability (%) 

Mdx Control 6 3921 ± 558 W=8 32 ± i1 W=5 

Mdx 6 5198 ± 1142 P=0.13 .. 56± 18 
P<0.05*·· 

Mstn Control ·5 1706 ± 496 W=5.5 30 ± 11 W=9 
Mstn -/- 5 12.18 ± 417 P=0.17 28 ± 9 P=0.53 
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Table 3 

Genotype I N= I N/mm2 at 6Hz N/mm2 at 12 Hz ·. I N/mm2 at 20 Hz 
Mdx Control 6 0.146 ± 0.096 P=O.l9 0.191 ± 0.140 P=0.30 0.260 ± 0.196 P=0.35 

Mdx 6 0.221 ± 0.091 0.265 ± 0~085 0.345 ± 0.073 
Mstn Control 11 0.108 ± 0.046 

P=0.27 
0.141 ± 0.087 P=0.71 0.144 ± O.H)O P=0.54 

Mstn -/- 10 0.088 ± 0.001 0.130 ± 0.038 0.166 ± 0.042. 




